First time to this veterinarian. He's by far the most thorough
doctor I've ever been to; even better than my human doctor!
Their staff is also very attentive and knowledgeable. Love the
care they give my fur baby! I will definitely be telling others to
bring their pets to Dr. Rocky! He truly cares!
by Anon on 2016-01-16

First time to this veterinarian. He's by far the most thorough doctor I've ever
been to; even better than my human doctor! Their staff is also very attentive
and knowledgeable. Love the care they give my fur baby! I will definitely be
telling others to bring their pets to Dr. Rocky! He truly cares!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and his crew are professional, knowledgable and
compassionate. Their dedication to each and every animal that
goes through the door is evidenced by the furry friends that
live there. The little ones that no one wanted or was able to
keep. The kittens scurry across the floors while an adult cat
sits on the reception counter and monitors patient/staff
interaction. Their facility is spotless - and with my two dogs, I'd
love to learn their secret. The techs are easygoing and calm
with your pet's care first in their minds. Dr. Rocky explains
procedures, treatment options and test results in a no
nonsense manner and oftentimes lets you know when
something isn't needed. Sure, he has to make money. He, like
every single one of us, has to earn money to provide for his
family but when you hear that a treatment or procedure isn't
needed, you realize that his animals are his first priority even
over making an extra buck. If you want your vet to care for your
pet as you would, then you've come to the right place.
by Theresa Esqueda on 2014-07-18

Dr. Rocky and his crew are professional, knowledgable and compassionate.
Their dedication to each and every animal that goes through the door is
evidenced by the furry friends that live there. The little ones that no one
wanted or was able to keep. The kittens scurry across the floors while an
adult cat sits on the reception counter and monitors patient/staff interaction.
Their facility is spotless - and with my two dogs, I'd love to learn their secret.
The techs are easygoing and calm with your pet's care first in their minds.
Dr. Rocky explains procedures, treatment options and test results in a no
nonsense manner and oftentimes lets you know when something isn't
needed. Sure, he has to make money. He, like every single one of us, has
to earn money to provide for his family but when you hear that a treatment
or procedure isn't needed, you realize that his animals are his first priority
even over making an extra buck. If you want your vet to care for your pet as
you would, then you've come to the right place.
NPS:

I've always been pleased with service and workers.
by Kathy Derby on 2016-11-19

I've always been pleased with service and workers.
NPS:

I was so upset when I went to Turtle Creek, I had just got here
from the mountains of Colorado, my mother had passed away
and now my Jazzy Bella was so unhappy due to flea bites. They
explained everything that was going on and explained what
they were going to do to help my dog. I was not able to pay the
full amount of the bill, and they allowed to make payments. This
was the best experience I've had since being here in Texas.
They have my business!
by Merilyn Dilda on 2016-11-18

I was so upset when I went to Turtle Creek, I had just got here from the
mountains of Colorado, my mother had passed away and now my Jazzy
Bella was so unhappy due to flea bites. They explained everything that was

going on and explained what they were going to do to help my dog. I was
not able to pay the full amount of the bill, and they allowed to make
payments. This was the best experience I've had since being here in Texas.
They have my business!
NPS:

Turtle Creek takes wonderful care of my fur babies and makes
sure I understand their care and continued treatment plan.
by Jennifer Fifield on 2016-11-18

Turtle Creek takes wonderful care of my fur babies and makes sure I
understand their care and continued treatment plan.
NPS:

The people are curtious and Dr Rocky provided all the answers
I needed.
by J. Ted Grandfield on 2016-11-17

The people are curtious and Dr Rocky provided all the answers I needed.
NPS:

Very Caring and Helpful Vet. Best vet in East TX!
by Dustin Smith on 2016-11-11

Very Caring and Helpful Vet. Best vet in East TX!
NPS:

I LOVE THIS CLINIC!!!!!!!!!
by Diana Tiesman on 2016-11-03

I LOVE THIS CLINIC!!!!!!!!!
NPS:

Prompted and treated pet the way I would want to be treated.
by Gary Hogland on 2016-11-01

Prompted and treated pet the way I would want to be treated.
NPS:

Gtrat place to take your pets.
by Anon on 2016-10-27

Gtrat place to take your pets.
NPS:

Staff is always friendly and my dogs love all of them.
by Sandy McCarrie on 2016-10-27

Staff is always friendly and my dogs love all of them.
NPS:

I loved it n so did Harley
by Sonya Johnson on 2016-10-27

I loved it n so did Harley
NPS:

Once again the staff at Turtle Creek Vet Center have given us
excellent service! Thanks for all you did to help Stevie Ray feel
better (and his Mom). Your team was wonderful, as we came in
un announced, we still got first class service! Thanks for all
you do, what a great team you have! Howard & Kathy & Stevie
Ray Brooks
by Kathy & Howard Brooks on 2016-10-25

Once again the staff at Turtle Creek Vet Center have given us excellent
service! Thanks for all you did to help Stevie Ray feel better (and his Mom).
Your team was wonderful, as we came in un announced, we still got first
class service! Thanks for all you do, what a great team you have! Howard &
Kathy & Stevie Ray Brooks
NPS:

Everyone was wonderful, as always! Thanks!
by Laura Jones on 2016-10-22

Everyone was wonderful, as always! Thanks!
NPS:

They always do a good job with Beau's bath and he always
seems to be happy when I come to pick him up. They are
always helpful with me. .
by Joan Lowe on 2016-10-22

They always do a good job with Beau's bath and he always seems to be
happy when I come to pick him up. They are always helpful with me. .
NPS:

Everyone is very kind, efficient and flexible.
by Linda Malchak on 2016-10-21

Everyone is very kind, efficient and flexible.
NPS:

Everyone was so nice to Rocky and I! I knew he was in great
hands! Thank you all for everything!
by Chasidie Dennis on 2016-10-20

Everyone was so nice to Rocky and I! I knew he was in great hands! Thank
you all for everything!
NPS:

Everyone was super...Diesel wasn't even aware of where he
was..unlike most of my pets when they go to a vet...everyone
that came in contact with Diesel either stopped to say hi or
picked him up with loving attention...we will be back in 3 weeks
for his shits...
by Debie Morgan on 2016-10-19

Everyone was super...Diesel wasn't even aware of where he was..unlike
most of my pets when they go to a vet...everyone that came in contact with
Diesel either stopped to say hi or picked him up with loving attention...we
will be back in 3 weeks for his shits...

NPS:

Everyone was super...Diesel wasn't even aware of where he
was..unlike most of my pets when they go to a vet...everyone
that came in contact with Diesel either stopped to say hi or
picked him up with loving attention...we will be back in 3 weeks
for his shits...
by Debie Morgan on 2016-10-19

Everyone was super...Diesel wasn't even aware of where he was..unlike
most of my pets when they go to a vet...everyone that came in contact with
Diesel either stopped to say hi or picked him up with loving attention...we
will be back in 3 weeks for his shits...
NPS:

Our first experience with TCVMC was absolutely fantastic and
enjoyable. The staff was very professional and the facility was
very clean and organized. We look forward to making TCVMC
our 'veterinary clinic of choice' from now on!
by Anon on 2016-10-13

Our first experience with TCVMC was absolutely fantastic and enjoyable.
The staff was very professional and the facility was very clean and
organized. We look forward to making TCVMC our 'veterinary clinic of
choice' from now on!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and his team are awesome! Butterscotch loves being
a part of Turtle Creek where she is treated like family.
by Anon on 2016-10-10

Dr. Rocky and his team are awesome! Butterscotch loves being a part of
Turtle Creek where she is treated like family.
NPS:

This hospital has the best team! Highly recommend them and
Dr. Rocky!
by Anon on 2016-10-10

This hospital has the best team! Highly recommend them and Dr. Rocky!
NPS:

Whish their we're some way for all veterinary. Could at least try
to help.to give people that are disabled. And love there. Pet.as a
comping. And really need.there pets by there side.sissy has
been by my side.sent my mom.past away. I don't know what i
would do with out here. She is like. My mother is still with
me.please help her.
by Vickie Jones on 2016-10-06

Whish their we're some way for all veterinary. Could at least try to help.to
give people that are disabled. And love there. Pet.as a comping. And really
need.there pets by there side.sissy has been by my side.sent my mom.past
away. I don't know what i would do with out here. She is like. My mother is
still with me.please help her.
NPS:

Very helpful and informative staff!
by Thomas Black on 2016-10-05

Very helpful and informative staff!

NPS:

Dr. Rocky has a great team. They are courteous and very
professional.
by Victor Soler on 2016-10-01

Dr. Rocky has a great team. They are courteous and very professional.
NPS:

They scheduled a same day appointment for a non life
threatening emergency, performed a surgical procedure and
returned Bhodi to us the same day healthy and happy. Included
a well dog exam and routine vaccinations plus trimmed her
nails. Could not be more pleased with their concern and
service.
by Susan Martin on 2016-09-29

They scheduled a same day appointment for a non life threatening
emergency, performed a surgical procedure and returned Bhodi to us the
same day healthy and happy. Included a well dog exam and routine
vaccinations plus trimmed her nails. Could not be more pleased with their
concern and service.
NPS:

Very good
by Edward Mardant on 2016-09-24

Very good
NPS:

What an amazing team! Best veterinary clinic in a 100 mile
radius! Outstanding! They were quick to get my sweet feline
buddy in to be seen by the Dr. Once he had a diagnosis I
received a call from Taylor explaining in detail the treatment
needed. The next day I received a follow-up call and even a
week later I get another friendly update call. I want to express
my gratitude by thanking you individually. Thank you Jenn L. ,
Chrissy, Spencer, Taylor, Don, and most of all... Thank you Dr.
Rocky!!
by Anon on 2016-09-16

What an amazing team! Best veterinary clinic in a 100 mile radius!
Outstanding! They were quick to get my sweet feline buddy in to be seen by
the Dr. Once he had a diagnosis I received a call from Taylor explaining in
detail the treatment needed. The next day I received a follow-up call and
even a week later I get another friendly update call. I want to express my
gratitude by thanking you individually. Thank you Jenn L. , Chrissy,
Spencer, Taylor, Don, and most of all... Thank you Dr. Rocky!!
NPS:

We have had many vets over the years with different dogs in
different hometowns. The service here is average compared to
the others, but the prices are horrendous. Honestly, I feel
gouged each of the few times we have been there over the last
year. When we put our dog down, it cost us over $700 and on
this most recent visit, with a dog with an irritated ear and
diagnosed yeast infection, it cost over $200, with 3 medicines
and an injection. I believe this is overkill and ridiculous. They
have been nice, informative and kind but with the EXTREMELY
high prices, we will be looking elsewhere from now on. We
simply can't afford their kindness.
by Anon on 2016-09-15

We have had many vets over the years with different dogs in different
hometowns. The service here is average compared to the others, but the
prices are horrendous. Honestly, I feel gouged each of the few times we

have been there over the last year. When we put our dog down, it cost us
over $700 and on this most recent visit, with a dog with an irritated ear and
diagnosed yeast infection, it cost over $200, with 3 medicines and an
injection. I believe this is overkill and ridiculous. They have been nice,
informative and kind but with the EXTREMELY high prices, we will be
looking elsewhere from now on. We simply can't afford their kindness.
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and all of the staff are exceptional at what they do. I
feel wonderful knowing my fur babies are in the best hands and
receive the best care possible.
by Brenda Gentry on 2016-09-06

Dr. Rocky and all of the staff are exceptional at what they do. I feel
wonderful knowing my fur babies are in the best hands and receive the best
care possible.
NPS:

Staff is very very knowledgable and very pleasant to work with.
Wholly trust this group of minimal medical care!!!
by Barbara Relyea on 2016-09-04

Staff is very very knowledgable and very pleasant to work with. Wholly trust
this group of minimal medical care!!!
NPS:

When our Vet moved to central TX we went looking & found Dr
Rocky!!! So glad we found him!! Amazing Dr and staff!! A+++
by Mandy Ford on 2016-09-03

When our Vet moved to central TX we went looking & found Dr Rocky!!! So
glad we found him!! Amazing Dr and staff!! A+++
NPS:

The staff was very helpful and kind. They made our cat feel
comfortable even when procedures were thorough. I'm glad to
have found a vet I trust.
by Skyler Morrow on 2016-09-03

The staff was very helpful and kind. They made our cat feel comfortable
even when procedures were thorough. I'm glad to have found a vet I trust.
NPS:

I am new to the area and this was my two dogs first visit to a
vet to establish care here. The folks at Turtle Creek were all
very nice and polite. They handled my pets with care and
compassion. I love how they are a smaller sized practice
because you receive more individualized care for your pets. I
will definitely be a long time customer.
by Noah Harnick on 2016-09-03

I am new to the area and this was my two dogs first visit to a vet to establish
care here. The folks at Turtle Creek were all very nice and polite. They
handled my pets with care and compassion. I love how they are a smaller
sized practice because you receive more individualized care for your pets. I
will definitely be a long time customer.
NPS:

Wonderful staff, always caring
by Rickey Porter on 2016-08-30

Wonderful staff, always caring
NPS:

Everyone seemed very knowledgeable and kind. Even though
Freedom was nervous at first I'm sure when she returns she
will feel much more comfortable because of the kind treatment
she recieved.
by July Teal on 2016-08-30

Everyone seemed very knowledgeable and kind. Even though Freedom was
nervous at first I'm sure when she returns she will feel much more
comfortable because of the kind treatment she recieved.
NPS:

Super friends just a very over priced
by Anon on 2016-08-28

Super friends just a very over priced
NPS:

We got shots updated, and checked to see what was wrong
with my dog. They provided medication, clear instructions for
use, and reasons for why she had hookworms. The staff was
friendly and honey's tail was going for most of the visit
by Adam Ray on 2016-08-27

We got shots updated, and checked to see what was wrong with my dog.
They provided medication, clear instructions for use, and reasons for why
she had hookworms. The staff was friendly and honey's tail was going for
most of the visit

NPS:

Very happy with our visit. The entire staff was loving and
caring.
by Pamela Fitzpatrick on 2016-08-25

Very happy with our visit. The entire staff was loving and caring.
NPS:

The staff was friendly and very gentle meeting the needs of my
cat (Smoke). He loved playing in the chiminea in the exam
room. Dr. Rocky was happy to get on the ground and meet
Smoke on his level to have him feel comfortable on his 1st visit
to the vet.
by Keelie Floyd on 2016-08-21

The staff was friendly and very gentle meeting the needs of my cat (Smoke).
He loved playing in the chiminea in the exam room. Dr. Rocky was happy to
get on the ground and meet Smoke on his level to have him feel
comfortable on his 1st visit to the vet.
NPS:

As always, we receive excellent care at Turtle Creek Veterinary
Center. The best in Hunt County!
by Terri and Danny Bowman on 2016-08-17

As always, we receive excellent care at Turtle Creek Veterinary Center. The
best in Hunt County!
NPS:

We were all treated well and our needs were accommodated.
Toby and Jacob were very comfortable. The office was neat and
clean. Everyone was very friendly and helpful. Everything went
smoothly and we didn't have to wait. We are very impressed
with our first visit at Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center. We
all think Don is awesome! Thank you for making us all feel so
welcome! We appreciate you all! Thanks!
by Janet & Bill Jordan on 2016-08-15

We were all treated well and our needs were accommodated. Toby and
Jacob were very comfortable. The office was neat and clean. Everyone was
very friendly and helpful. Everything went smoothly and we didn't have to
wait. We are very impressed with our first visit at Turtle Creek Veterinary
Medical Center. We all think Don is awesome! Thank you for making us all
feel so welcome! We appreciate you all! Thanks!
NPS:

As usual, your service was outstanding. Everyone makes me
feel as if Rags and I are special. Thanks for making our
experience a good one.
by Pat Evans on 2016-08-13

As usual, your service was outstanding. Everyone makes me feel as if Rags
and I are special. Thanks for making our experience a good one.
NPS:

I truly appreciate that I was able to call and get seen within 24
hours. My appointment was on time, expedient but thorough.
Dr. Rocky took his time to get to know Sunny and his assistant
was very friendly and courteous. Even though she did not

present the same symptoms as she had been the previous
three days, he took the time to run the right tests and came up
with a diagnosis and solution. Thank you!!
by Stacy Diamond on 2016-08-12

I truly appreciate that I was able to call and get seen within 24 hours. My
appointment was on time, expedient but thorough. Dr. Rocky took his time
to get to know Sunny and his assistant was very friendly and courteous.
Even though she did not present the same symptoms as she had been the
previous three days, he took the time to run the right tests and came up with
a diagnosis and solution. Thank you!!
NPS:

Very pleased with the service. So happy I found a wonderful
office and vet that I entrust with my sweet babies.
by Fanshon Simmons on 2016-08-11

Very pleased with the service. So happy I found a wonderful office and vet
that I entrust with my sweet babies.
NPS:

Love it!
by Bridget Floyd on 2016-08-11

Love it!
NPS:

Our first visit was an A+! All staff from front desk to Dr Rocky's
assistants were very friendly and kind...great atmosphere. I
really appreciated how the assistants kept me informed on
prices and procedures for each step to get to a solution. Dr.

Rocky was very knowledgeable and caring...usually my dog
would be shaking and trembling but she never did she was very
comfortable and at ease and she is already starting to feel
better!
by Julie Hyde on 2016-08-06

Our first visit was an A+! All staff from front desk to Dr Rocky's assistants
were very friendly and kind...great atmosphere. I really appreciated how the
assistants kept me informed on prices and procedures for each step to get
to a solution. Dr. Rocky was very knowledgeable and caring...usually my
dog would be shaking and trembling but she never did she was very
comfortable and at ease and she is already starting to feel better!
NPS:

Just the best vet and staff!
by Linda Mott on 2016-08-01

Just the best vet and staff!
NPS:

Dr. Ricky was very sweet with Oscar and the office staff very
helpful.
by Hal & Cathy Garner on 2016-07-30

Dr. Ricky was very sweet with Oscar and the office staff very helpful.
NPS:

Best vet in town!
by Paula Baise on 2016-07-30

Best vet in town!
NPS:

Turtle Creek is the best animal hospital in Hunt County. They
always treat me and my pets with respect and exceed my
expectations at every appointment. Their fees are not
outrageous and are explained before any work is done so you
know what you are getting! If you are looking for a professional
and friendly veterinarian, go to Turtle Creek!
by Eric Ledford on 2016-07-29

Turtle Creek is the best animal hospital in Hunt County. They always treat
me and my pets with respect and exceed my expectations at every
appointment. Their fees are not outrageous and are explained before any
work is done so you know what you are getting! If you are looking for a
professional and friendly veterinarian, go to Turtle Creek!
NPS:

Place is super clean and staff are nice and professional. They
seem to truly understand how important my dog is to me and
they treat her with care the way I would. This gives me peace
on the days I have to leave her for the day! Extremely thorough
explaining treatments, etc. and open and available to
questions. Sensible, easy to deal with.
by Shelly Martin on 2016-07-29

Place is super clean and staff are nice and professional. They seem to truly
understand how important my dog is to me and they treat her with care the
way I would. This gives me peace on the days I have to leave her for the
day! Extremely thorough explaining treatments, etc. and open and available
to questions. Sensible, easy to deal with.
NPS:

Everyone was great! We were treated with the up most respect
and compassion. Dr. Rocky and his staff were prompt and he
evaluated Libbie immediately. I am truly appreciative of Dr.
Rocky and his staff. They are one of a kind!
by Stacie Hass on 2016-07-29

Everyone was great! We were treated with the up most respect and
compassion. Dr. Rocky and his staff were prompt and he evaluated Libbie
immediately. I am truly appreciative of Dr. Rocky and his staff. They are one
of a kind!
NPS:

Amazing staff! The care they show is beyond expectations! I
am beyond thrilled with Turtle Creek! Highly recommend Dr
Rocky and his staff to anyone who wants exceptional care for
their furbabies!
by Gregory McDaniel on 2016-07-28

Amazing staff! The care they show is beyond expectations! I am beyond
thrilled with Turtle Creek! Highly recommend Dr Rocky and his staff to
anyone who wants exceptional care for their furbabies!
NPS:

I can not thank Dr. Rocky and Spencer enough for coming in to
care for Triton. He is a 3 pound beagle that was stung in the
face by a scorpion. We were so scared and we knew once he
was in Dr. Rockys care everything that could be done, would be
done! Dr. Rocky and staff know our dogs are family! And he
and his staff always care for them as such. There isn't another
vet we would ever take our fur-babies to. Thanks Dr. Rocky and
Spencer!!!! Triton is doing great now!
by Kimberly Veasey on 2016-07-28

I can not thank Dr. Rocky and Spencer enough for coming in to care for
Triton. He is a 3 pound beagle that was stung in the face by a scorpion. We
were so scared and we knew once he was in Dr. Rockys care everything
that could be done, would be done! Dr. Rocky and staff know our dogs are
family! And he and his staff always care for them as such. There isn't
another vet we would ever take our fur-babies to. Thanks Dr. Rocky and
Spencer!!!! Triton is doing great now!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and staff take excellent care of our frenchie Stevie
Ray! How many people can say their dog loves to go to his
Vet?? They explain all aspects of treatment and truly care
about his well being. We are very pleased with the service and
the treatment we get at Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center!
by Kathy & Howard Brooks on 2016-07-27

Dr. Rocky and staff take excellent care of our frenchie Stevie Ray! How
many people can say their dog loves to go to his Vet?? They explain all
aspects of treatment and truly care about his well being. We are very
pleased with the service and the treatment we get at Turtle Creek Veterinary
Medical Center!
NPS:

This MC is very clean and orderly. The staff is wonderful, the
only aspect of my visit there that was not so pleasant was the
fact that I had to wait for extended periods of time to see the
doctor. Other than that, two thumbs up.
by Anon on 2016-07-26

This MC is very clean and orderly. The staff is wonderful, the only aspect of
my visit there that was not so pleasant was the fact that I had to wait for
extended periods of time to see the doctor. Other than that, two thumbs up.
NPS:

The staff is very sweet and Dr. Rocky is terrific. He explains
things throughly and spends as much time as I need. You never
feel rushed out the door.
by Cathy Hawkins on 2016-07-22

The staff is very sweet and Dr. Rocky is terrific. He explains things throughly
and spends as much time as I need. You never feel rushed out the door.
NPS:

The front office girls were very friendly and helpful.
by Jean Bench on 2016-07-20

The front office girls were very friendly and helpful.
NPS:

Simply excellent. Staff was very friendly - came out from behind
the desk to greet my dog. Staff were all quite happy and clearly
enjoyed their work. Kudos in particular to Don. Dr. Rocky was
great - he took a lot of time examining my dog, and explaining
to me what was going on. I've already recommended Turtle
Creek VMC to a friend.
by Matt Wood on 2016-07-16

Simply excellent. Staff was very friendly - came out from behind the desk to
greet my dog. Staff were all quite happy and clearly enjoyed their work.
Kudos in particular to Don. Dr. Rocky was great - he took a lot of time
examining my dog, and explaining to me what was going on. I've already
recommended Turtle Creek VMC to a friend.
NPS:

Everyone very caring and professional.
by Diana Wilburn on 2016-07-15

Everyone very caring and professional.
NPS:

Came in without an appointment to get some prescriptions
filled from my previous vet. They fit me in that day even though
the were booked up so I could get what I needed for my Teacup
Yorkie. Very great group of gals and Dr. Rocky was very
informative about my Chopper's condition. I got my scripts
filled and when he gets more info from my previous vets, I am
sure he will follow up. Very great vet and staff. Highly
Recommend! Mike H. - Commerce, TX
by Mike Horn on 2016-07-14

Came in without an appointment to get some prescriptions filled from my
previous vet. They fit me in that day even though the were booked up so I
could get what I needed for my Teacup Yorkie. Very great group of gals and
Dr. Rocky was very informative about my Chopper's condition. I got my
scripts filled and when he gets more info from my previous vets, I am sure
he will follow up. Very great vet and staff. Highly Recommend! Mike H. Commerce, TX
NPS:

Needed ears cleaned out on my Boxer. They got him back and
were fast. Price not bad. Thanks
by Anon on 2016-07-14

Needed ears cleaned out on my Boxer. They got him back and were fast.
Price not bad. Thanks
NPS:

So friendly and professional! My pup, Elsa, and I love this
place!
by Kimberly Perez on 2016-07-13

So friendly and professional! My pup, Elsa, and I love this place!
NPS:

It's always great ,dr rocky. Is our hero!!!!!
by Becki Burns (Boggs) on 2016-07-13

It's always great ,dr rocky. Is our hero!!!!!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and his staff are wonderful! We just moved to the
area and are impressed by the level of thoroughness, care and
attention that he and everyone at Turtle Creek gave our fur
baby! We'll definitely be telling others about them!
by Anon on 2016-07-10

Dr. Rocky and his staff are wonderful! We just moved to the area and are
impressed by the level of thoroughness, care and attention that he and
everyone at Turtle Creek gave our fur baby! We'll definitely be telling others
about them!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and his staff are all amazing!
by Laurie Ausburn on 2016-07-09

Dr. Rocky and his staff are all amazing!
NPS:

I love Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center - Dr. Rocky and
his staff truly love our fur babies...
by Mary Trelc on 2016-07-08

I love Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center - Dr. Rocky and his staff truly
love our fur babies...
NPS:

Great experience, will return.
by Anon on 2016-07-08

Great experience, will return.
NPS:

I would highly recommend Dr Rocky and his staff. They are
caring, professional and genuinely care about your pet.
by Joan BoBo on 2016-07-08

I would highly recommend Dr Rocky and his staff. They are caring,
professional and genuinely care about your pet.
NPS:

Love, love Dr Rocky and staff.

by S. Raynae Roghair on 2016-07-07

Love, love Dr Rocky and staff.
NPS:

Dr. Rocky has been and is our only choice to take care of our
fur babies. Recently we had to put our beloved beagle Lucky
down who was suffering from liver cancer. Dr. Rocky had cared
for him for over six years and as always was so compassionate
when we had to say goodbye to Lucky. It was so sudden and
such a shock but Dr Rocky and his staff are always so caring
and are happy to answer any questions to help you through the
process. Thank you for your knowledge and compassion that
you show to us and our babies.
by Kimberly Veasey on 2016-07-06

Dr. Rocky has been and is our only choice to take care of our fur babies.
Recently we had to put our beloved beagle Lucky down who was suffering
from liver cancer. Dr. Rocky had cared for him for over six years and as
always was so compassionate when we had to say goodbye to Lucky. It
was so sudden and such a shock but Dr Rocky and his staff are always so
caring and are happy to answer any questions to help you through the
process. Thank you for your knowledge and compassion that you show to
us and our babies.
NPS:

I had to take and put cat down , they were real busy but got me
in the next day . Vet did not pressure me to keep her alive , she
is not suffering anymore . Explained everything before she was
put her down . Staff friendly and professional
by Denise Watts on 2016-06-30

I had to take and put cat down , they were real busy but got me in the next
day . Vet did not pressure me to keep her alive , she is not suffering
anymore . Explained everything before she was put her down . Staff friendly
and professional
NPS:

Excellent as always! Thorough, pleasant staff, great care!
by Jeff Steed on 2016-06-24

Excellent as always! Thorough, pleasant staff, great care!
NPS:

Excellent
by Phyllis Voorhees on 2016-06-21

Excellent
NPS:

They are awesome, great to my baby, Diesel, very kind, always
answer my questions, always listen and explain things to me. I
highly recommend them. Thanks guys!
by Debra Jenkins on 2016-06-16

They are awesome, great to my baby, Diesel, very kind, always answer my
questions, always listen and explain things to me. I highly recommend them.
Thanks guys!
NPS:

Took great care of Buster! We will be back!
by Emily Bishop on 2016-06-11

Took great care of Buster! We will be back!
NPS:

Staff was very friendly and Dr Rocky was great in explaining
Macy's problems and what we need to do to correct them.
Everyone shows to be concerned for the patients and caring.
Great place to bring your pet
by Mike Rackley on 2016-06-10

Staff was very friendly and Dr Rocky was great in explaining Macy's
problems and what we need to do to correct them. Everyone shows to be
concerned for the patients and caring. Great place to bring your pet
NPS:

A+ in every aspect!
by Jan Melton on 2016-06-09

A+ in every aspect!
NPS:

Awesome experience... Very friendly and great experience with
senior dogs. Definitely will recommend.
by Liliana Franco on 2016-06-07

Awesome experience... Very friendly and great experience with senior dogs.
Definitely will recommend.

NPS:

Jen was great on the phone & at check-in even though we were
one of MANY clients in reception. Dr Rocky was fantastic &
took time to address all my concerns, even as a new patient,
despite the clinic being very busy! Our technician was fantastic
and very caring with our boy! He also went over our
medications & instructions thoroughly before we were released
and checked to make sure we didn't have any questions. By
that time the clinic was due to have already closed for the day
(and it was Saturday no less!!) I never felt rushed & always
welcome. I couldn't have asked for a better experience. We
have definitely found our new veterinarian! Thanks again to Dr
Rocky & ALL of his staff!
by Mandy Ford on 2016-06-05

Jen was great on the phone & at check-in even though we were one of
MANY clients in reception. Dr Rocky was fantastic & took time to address all
my concerns, even as a new patient, despite the clinic being very busy! Our
technician was fantastic and very caring with our boy! He also went over our
medications & instructions thoroughly before we were released and checked
to make sure we didn't have any questions. By that time the clinic was due
to have already closed for the day (and it was Saturday no less!!) I never felt
rushed & always welcome. I couldn't have asked for a better experience.
We have definitely found our new veterinarian! Thanks again to Dr Rocky &
ALL of his staff!
NPS:

As always Dr. Rocky and his staff provided the best care for
Murphey and Jasper keep up the the good work.
by Jeff Melugin on 2016-06-05

As always Dr. Rocky and his staff provided the best care for Murphey and
Jasper keep up the the good work.
NPS:

Very pleased.
by Sheri Sliger on 2016-06-04

Very pleased.
NPS:

Everyone is always pleasant and they seem to enjoy the
animals. Dr. Rocky is great and the office seems well-run.
by Anon on 2016-05-30

Everyone is always pleasant and they seem to enjoy the animals. Dr. Rocky
is great and the office seems well-run.
NPS:

This was my first visit. My dog Jack had a broken leg and they
were all so caring and got me in to see the vet right away. I am
under the impression that everyone who works there is an
animal lover. The facility was clean and the staff professional.
But what impressed me most is the way everyone cared for my
Jack. The vet and technician took a great deal of care
explaining to me what was going on. I couldn't imagine leaving
him in better hands. I would highly recommend Turtle Creek
Veterinary Medical Center. Carole
by Carole Gallegos on 2016-05-27

This was my first visit. My dog Jack had a broken leg and they were all so
caring and got me in to see the vet right away. I am under the impression
that everyone who works there is an animal lover. The facility was clean and
the staff professional. But what impressed me most is the way everyone
cared for my Jack. The vet and technician took a great deal of care

explaining to me what was going on. I couldn't imagine leaving him in better
hands. I would highly recommend Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center.
Carole
NPS:

Everyone is always very friendly and helpful when I come in. I
like that they're always happy to explain everything and even
let you know what things cost before they do it.
by Kaitlin Kite on 2016-05-22

Everyone is always very friendly and helpful when I come in. I like that
they're always happy to explain everything and even let you know what
things cost before they do it.
NPS:

My experience with Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center was
just fine. Dr. Rocky was very polite and thorough. He patiently
explained what was going on with my pet, more than once, due
to me dealing with a case of information overload at the time.
The entire staff was very polite and I intend on making them my
primary vet for all my pets.
by Anon on 2016-05-21

My experience with Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center was just fine.
Dr. Rocky was very polite and thorough. He patiently explained what was
going on with my pet, more than once, due to me dealing with a case of
information overload at the time. The entire staff was very polite and I intend
on making them my primary vet for all my pets.
NPS:

My visit was very pleasant. The staff were friendly, and worked
to serve me well with my hearing impairment. They were patient
and did not mind repeating things. They also laughed at me..
Ok, ok, they laughed at my humor. The tech and dr. were quite
professional. I didn't have to knock Rocky out or anything like
that fortunately. I don't like boxing much, and he answered my
questions and provided additional information obtained online.
All in all, I enjoyed my visit. Even the fish were friendly.
by Jim Balliette on 2016-05-20

My visit was very pleasant. The staff were friendly, and worked to serve me
well with my hearing impairment. They were patient and did not mind
repeating things. They also laughed at me.. Ok, ok, they laughed at my
humor. The tech and dr. were quite professional. I didn't have to knock
Rocky out or anything like that fortunately. I don't like boxing much, and he
answered my questions and provided additional information obtained online.
All in all, I enjoyed my visit. Even the fish were friendly.
NPS:

Awesome !!!
by Lupe Blazier on 2016-05-20

Awesome !!!
NPS:

This was my first time ever in this office and all the girls were
very professional and polite!
by Rusty Ruark on 2016-05-13

This was my first time ever in this office and all the girls were very
professional and polite!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and his staff are the BEST!
by Jan Munson on 2016-05-13

Dr. Rocky and his staff are the BEST!
NPS:

Very pleasant first visit.
by Glenn Nicholson on 2016-05-08

Very pleasant first visit.
NPS:

Always great with a short wait time.
by Linda Mott on 2016-05-03

Always great with a short wait time.
NPS:

TCVMC is be best Veterinary Medical Center in the area. We
recently got 2 new puppies and this is the only Medical Center
we will take them for their complete medical care. Dr Rocky and
staff are the best.
by Joyce Delgado on 2016-05-03

TCVMC is be best Veterinary Medical Center in the area. We recently got 2
new puppies and this is the only Medical Center we will take them for their
complete medical care. Dr Rocky and staff are the best.

NPS:

Dr. Rocky is AMAZING! Even though I warned him that my old
rescue dog will bite if she is irritated, he still treated her with
affection and respect. And she never tried to bite him! The
quality of care I receive at Turtle Creek is unlike any other vet in
town. So happy to have them in my life.
by Chrissy Gammon on 2016-04-30

Dr. Rocky is AMAZING! Even though I warned him that my old rescue dog
will bite if she is irritated, he still treated her with affection and respect. And
she never tried to bite him! The quality of care I receive at Turtle Creek is
unlike any other vet in town. So happy to have them in my life.
NPS:

The office help and the dr and all the helpers are wonderful,
they are kind and very careing with are dogs they lead you the
right way. They have my business all the time with my 2 dogs
and I will tell everyone about them.. thanks ago tonya gudgel
by Tonya Gudgel on 2016-04-29

The office help and the dr and all the helpers are wonderful, they are kind
and very careing with are dogs they lead you the right way. They have my
business all the time with my 2 dogs and I will tell everyone about them..
thanks ago tonya gudgel
NPS:

I couldn't ask for a more thorough doctor and some of the most
caring staff.
by Andrea Shipley on 2016-04-29

I couldn't ask for a more thorough doctor and some of the most caring staff.
NPS:

Dr. Rocky assured me , very kindly, that my little Lucy was o.k.
Dispelling all my fears. Thank you Dr. Rocky.
by Nancy Crandell on 2016-04-28

Dr. Rocky assured me , very kindly, that my little Lucy was o.k. Dispelling all
my fears. Thank you Dr. Rocky.
NPS:

The doctor and staff were caring and nice.
by Anon on 2016-04-27

The doctor and staff were caring and nice.
NPS:

Support staff was very help and very nice. Dr. Rockey gave us
all the time we needed. We never felt rushed. He was
informative and so very nice.
by Cathy Hawkins on 2016-04-22

Support staff was very help and very nice. Dr. Rockey gave us all the time
we needed. We never felt rushed. He was informative and so very nice.
NPS:

Love this practice. Everyone there is great, and Dr. Rocky really
knows his stuff!!
by Laura Jones on 2016-04-18

Love this practice. Everyone there is great, and Dr. Rocky really knows his
stuff!!
NPS:

Dr Rocky and his staff are always friendly and professional.
by Beatrice Barrientos on 2016-04-14

Dr Rocky and his staff are always friendly and professional.
NPS:

Very friendly, courteous, & professional staff. Minimal wait time
to be seen.
by Anon on 2016-04-12

Very friendly, courteous, & professional staff. Minimal wait time to be seen.
NPS:

very unorganized and not at all welcoming
by Anon on 2016-04-12

very unorganized and not at all welcoming
NPS:

People at TURTLE CREEK are friendly, professional and show
extreme concern for your pet and its problems.
by Jim Price on 2016-04-07

People at TURTLE CREEK are friendly, professional and show extreme
concern for your pet and its problems.
NPS:

Everyone we came in contact with was very professional and
courteous from beginning to end. The doc was very
knowledgeable with a wonderful sense of humor.
by Chad Miller on 2016-04-07

Everyone we came in contact with was very professional and courteous
from beginning to end. The doc was very knowledgeable with a wonderful
sense of humor.
NPS:

We love our TCVMC family! Everyone takes excellent care of us
and Stevie Ray loves his visits! He can't wait to go inside and
greet his friends! We love that everything is explained all
questions are answered and his care is just as important to
them as it is to us. They always go above and beyond to
provide quality visit and we are extremely pleased!
by Kathy & Howard Brooks on 2016-04-06

We love our TCVMC family! Everyone takes excellent care of us and Stevie
Ray loves his visits! He can't wait to go inside and greet his friends! We love
that everything is explained all questions are answered and his care is just
as important to them as it is to us. They always go above and beyond to
provide quality visit and we are extremely pleased!
NPS:

I was VERY pleased with Dr. Rocky and his knowledge. ALL of
the staff there were exceptional! The ease of making an
appointment online and quickly being seen was another plus.
Dr Rocky was very thorough and explained in detail about her
condition. He really listened and addressed all of my concerns.
I went to him for a second opinion and now Dr. Rocky is the
ONLY vet that we will use.
by Anon on 2016-04-05

I was VERY pleased with Dr. Rocky and his knowledge. ALL of the staff
there were exceptional! The ease of making an appointment online and
quickly being seen was another plus. Dr Rocky was very thorough and
explained in detail about her condition. He really listened and addressed all
of my concerns. I went to him for a second opinion and now Dr. Rocky is the
ONLY vet that we will use.
NPS:

The service is great and everyone there is very friendly and
helpful. However, I feel that the services are overpriced.
by Anon on 2016-04-05

The service is great and everyone there is very friendly and helpful.
However, I feel that the services are overpriced.
NPS:

Everything was very professional and caring for our dog!!
by Jamie Hibbs on 2016-04-05

Everything was very professional and caring for our dog!!
NPS:

We love dr rocky and crew!
by Debbie Carlson on 2016-04-03

We love dr rocky and crew!
NPS:

Your staff is always very courteous and knowledgeable.
by Karen Ruthart on 2016-04-03

Your staff is always very courteous and knowledgeable.
NPS:

Experience was great. The staff gave my puppy special
attention.
by David & Elaine Dillon on 2016-03-31

Experience was great. The staff gave my puppy special attention.
NPS:

I am very happy with the service we received. Bo is still not out
of the woods but at least he is feeling better and acting his old
self again! Whatever the outcome, at least he has been feeling
better the last several days.
by Sylvia Peace on 2016-03-28

I am very happy with the service we received. Bo is still not out of the woods
but at least he is feeling better and acting his old self again! Whatever the
outcome, at least he has been feeling better the last several days.

NPS:

First time here but very pleased with everything! Truly seems to
be a caring family practice for our animals!
by Robin & Aaron Shindoll on 2016-03-26

First time here but very pleased with everything! Truly seems to be a caring
family practice for our animals!
NPS:

The staff was so helpful, nice and informative! Got us in and
out quickly! This will be our go to vet!
by Cindy Harris on 2016-03-23

The staff was so helpful, nice and informative! Got us in and out quickly!
This will be our go to vet!
NPS:

Excellent staff and thorough care for our newly adopted family
member.
by Anon on 2016-03-23

Excellent staff and thorough care for our newly adopted family member.
NPS:

Hands down the BEST veterinary care my dog has ever
received! I will definitely be recommending Turtle Creek and Dr.
Rocky to all.
by Anon on 2016-03-22

Hands down the BEST veterinary care my dog has ever received! I will
definitely be recommending Turtle Creek and Dr. Rocky to all.
NPS:

When we arrived at Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center my 3
dogs were extremely nervous, but Dr. Rocky and staff made
them feel comfortable and loved. While there, I was informed
that 2 of them needed additional shots and I was informed of
the cost up front. It was reasonably priced so my dogs received
their additional shot ,Pro Heart shots and they were happy
when we left.
by Christie Evans on 2016-03-22

When we arrived at Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center my 3 dogs were
extremely nervous, but Dr. Rocky and staff made them feel comfortable and
loved. While there, I was informed that 2 of them needed additional shots
and I was informed of the cost up front. It was reasonably priced so my dogs
received their additional shot ,Pro Heart shots and they were happy when
we left.
NPS:

As usual our visit could not have gone better. We were seen
promptly and both staff & Dr Rocky were their customary
professional & caring selves! Would not consider having
anyone else take care of our Livvy!!
by Kathryn Scott on 2016-03-17

As usual our visit could not have gone better. We were seen promptly and
both staff & Dr Rocky were their customary professional & caring selves!
Would not consider having anyone else take care of our Livvy!!
NPS:

Very pleased with everything.
by Tonya Gudgel on 2016-03-17

Very pleased with everything.
NPS:

This was my first visit for my 10 year old Blue Heeler, Farmer.
The facility is clean and the staff friendly and informative. Dr.
Rocky addressed all my concerns. The Vet Tech helped me
understand the charges for services and gave me the option of
which services I chose. I would recommend Turtle Creek
Veterinary Medical Center.
by Susan Hilgenfeld on 2016-03-17

This was my first visit for my 10 year old Blue Heeler, Farmer. The facility is
clean and the staff friendly and informative. Dr. Rocky addressed all my
concerns. The Vet Tech helped me understand the charges for services and
gave me the option of which services I chose. I would recommend Turtle
Creek Veterinary Medical Center.
NPS:

Great experience!
by Gail Campbell on 2016-03-15

Great experience!

NPS:

They handled my cat very well. He feels much better now. I will
be coming here for all my cats needs.
by John Dooley on 2016-03-09

They handled my cat very well. He feels much better now. I will be coming
here for all my cats needs.
NPS:

Both Dr Riocky's are amazing. Our dogs love them and the
whole staff. We drive almost an hour to take them here because
Turtle Creek is the best medical and loving care for our
precious dogs. You can tell how much everyone here sincerely
loves animals and it shows in the care they give.
by Anon on 2016-03-09

Both Dr Riocky's are amazing. Our dogs love them and the whole staff. We
drive almost an hour to take them here because Turtle Creek is the best
medical and loving care for our precious dogs. You can tell how much
everyone here sincerely loves animals and it shows in the care they give.
NPS:

The staff was very helpful and explained everything thoroughly.
by Anon on 2016-03-07

The staff was very helpful and explained everything thoroughly.
NPS:

Dr Rocky and staff are great! Very caring and professional.
They explain everything before doing anything. Care has
always been exceptional.
by Kimberly Pride on 2016-03-06

Dr Rocky and staff are great! Very caring and professional. They explain
everything before doing anything. Care has always been exceptional.
NPS:

Always a pleasure to bring my high-energy German Shepard inyou guys took her right in even though we were early. Thank
you so much!
by Linda Malchak on 2016-03-06

Always a pleasure to bring my high-energy German Shepard in- you guys
took her right in even though we were early. Thank you so much!
NPS:

Good as always.
by Betty Aman on 2016-03-02

Good as always.
NPS:

My dog has a fairly severe allergy to fleas, and after months of
trying every combination of medication, all-natural remedies,
baths and soaks for her skin and sprays in the yard for
prevention, I heard about TCVMC. My dog had spent almost 4
months in a cone because nothing would work for her and she
was suffering quite a bit, but after an information-filled 30

minutes with the vet we came home and she was feeling
drastically better within 4 hours of her first dose of meds. I
actually forgot to put her cone back on the next day before
work because she just hadn't been itching enough for me to
even think of it, and when I got home that evening there was no
evidence she'd chewed on her fur/skin at all! These guys know
their stuff, they know their medications, and they fill you in on
the costs and risks of treatment all along the way. I went in
terrified I'd be dropping several hundred dollars on tests and
shots, pills and ointment - but I spent much, much less than I
was prepared to. This was a great vet experience overall, and I
feel very safe bringing my baby back to TCVMC in the future.
by Whitney Thompson on 2016-03-02

My dog has a fairly severe allergy to fleas, and after months of trying every
combination of medication, all-natural remedies, baths and soaks for her
skin and sprays in the yard for prevention, I heard about TCVMC. My dog
had spent almost 4 months in a cone because nothing would work for her
and she was suffering quite a bit, but after an information-filled 30 minutes
with the vet we came home and she was feeling drastically better within 4
hours of her first dose of meds. I actually forgot to put her cone back on the
next day before work because she just hadn't been itching enough for me to
even think of it, and when I got home that evening there was no evidence
she'd chewed on her fur/skin at all! These guys know their stuff, they know
their medications, and they fill you in on the costs and risks of treatment all
along the way. I went in terrified I'd be dropping several hundred dollars on
tests and shots, pills and ointment - but I spent much, much less than I was
prepared to. This was a great vet experience overall, and I feel very safe
bringing my baby back to TCVMC in the future.
NPS:

Twice as expensive as the quote when I called, and twice as
expensive of other vets in the area. But great friendly service,
Dr. Rocky was awesome.
by Cody Bland on 2016-02-28

Twice as expensive as the quote when I called, and twice as expensive of
other vets in the area. But great friendly service, Dr. Rocky was awesome.

NPS:

Amazing care
by Anon on 2016-02-27

Amazing care
NPS:

Also attentive, takes time to answer all my questions, pricing is
up front and doesn't change afterword.
by Lucas Kiowski on 2016-02-23

Also attentive, takes time to answer all my questions, pricing is up front and
doesn't change afterword.
NPS:

Deisel and I are very happy to say that we love Dr. Rocky and
the staff. The office is very clean, bright, and efficiently run.
Everyone talks to and loves on Diesel, he seems to be
comfortable with them. They explain everything to us, and tell
us up front the cost of our visit! We highly recommend them,
and we are very blessed to have them taking care of us!
by Debra Jenkins on 2016-02-19

Deisel and I are very happy to say that we love Dr. Rocky and the staff. The
office is very clean, bright, and efficiently run. Everyone talks to and loves
on Diesel, he seems to be comfortable with them. They explain everything
to us, and tell us up front the cost of our visit! We highly recommend them,
and we are very blessed to have them taking care of us!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky has always provided excellent care for my pets and
takes the time to explain, in great detail, what my pets need.
Although he is more expensive than some others in the area, I
trust his expertise and feel my pets are getting the correct
diagnosis and treatment.
by Sharon Narmour on 2016-02-18

Dr. Rocky has always provided excellent care for my pets and takes the
time to explain, in great detail, what my pets need. Although he is more
expensive than some others in the area, I trust his expertise and feel my
pets are getting the correct diagnosis and treatment.
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and staff were great. My cat is "temperamental" and
they handled him kindly and professionally. Definitely coming
back here!
by Kelley Stine on 2016-02-16

Dr. Rocky and staff were great. My cat is "temperamental" and they handled
him kindly and professionally. Definitely coming back here!
NPS:

Staff was very friendly and accomidating. Dr. Rocky and
assistant did an excellent job describing the exam and
procedures that they would be conducting on Louis. Following
all of the tests they provided information about about the
results and options for treatments best suited for Louis' health.
by Rodney Hamilton on 2016-02-13

Staff was very friendly and accomidating. Dr. Rocky and assistant did an
excellent job describing the exam and procedures that they would be

conducting on Louis. Following all of the tests they provided information
about about the results and options for treatments best suited for Louis'
health.
NPS:

Very helpful and really cares about your pet! Answers all
questions no matter how silly and will repeat answers if need
be. Best vet ever!!!
by Cindall Marsh on 2016-02-12

Very helpful and really cares about your pet! Answers all questions no
matter how silly and will repeat answers if need be. Best vet ever!!!
NPS:

The Staff are always kind and reliable and very friendly. They
explain everything from cause to cost. Love this clinic more
than any I have ever used before.
by Peggy Bedingfield on 2016-02-05

The Staff are always kind and reliable and very friendly. They explain
everything from cause to cost. Love this clinic more than any I have ever
used before.
NPS:

Bringing our "kiddos" to Turtle Creek is always an excellent
experience. The whole staff is very professional and takes good
care of our animals.
by Ray & Ina Diepenbrock on 2016-02-04

Bringing our "kiddos" to Turtle Creek is always an excellent experience. The
whole staff is very professional and takes good care of our animals.

NPS:

They are always available to treat Pepper. Pepper loves them!
by Linda Mott on 2016-02-03

They are always available to treat Pepper. Pepper loves them!
NPS:

Excellent as always!
by Jeff Steed on 2016-02-03

Excellent as always!
NPS:

Always excellent, prompt and caring service.
by Sherry Turner on 2016-02-02

Always excellent, prompt and caring service.
NPS:

Friendly Staff. Knowledgeable. Didn't have to wait too long...
The Docs personal time with us meant a lot! He gave us very
good info training info, which was such a nice bonus!
by David Cheney on 2016-02-02

Friendly Staff. Knowledgeable. Didn't have to wait too long... The Docs
personal time with us meant a lot! He gave us very good info training info,
which was such a nice bonus!
NPS:

About a forty minute wait time to be seen, could be due to
appointment mishap. Other then that the staff was very
professional, helpful and informative. I believe I have found my
forever Veterinary medical provider.
by Howard Hall on 2016-01-30

About a forty minute wait time to be seen, could be due to appointment
mishap. Other then that the staff was very professional, helpful and
informative. I believe I have found my forever Veterinary medical provider.
NPS:

Awesome
by Audra Waddle on 2016-01-23

Awesome
NPS:

Doctor Rocky spent quite awhile assessing Ginger, and
explaining her condition and the courses of action possible. I
appreciated his caring attitude and professionalism.
by Greg Sutherby on 2016-01-19

Doctor Rocky spent quite awhile assessing Ginger, and explaining her
condition and the courses of action possible. I appreciated his caring
attitude and professionalism.

NPS:

Great care for my fur babies.
by Anon on 2016-01-17

Great care for my fur babies.
NPS:

Awesome staff!! Very kind & caring. Dr. Rocky to time to
explain everything & was very gentle & loving to Abby!
by Renee Stewart on 2016-01-15

Awesome staff!! Very kind & caring. Dr. Rocky to time to explain everything
& was very gentle & loving to Abby!
NPS:

We bought Revolution for Stretch. We hadn't been in for some
time but you remembered us. That was nice.
by Mary Catherine & Jay Thomas on 2016-01-13

We bought Revolution for Stretch. We hadn't been in for some time but you
remembered us. That was nice.
NPS:

I appreciate what you did for Bobo; but it is so expensive.
Please tell Spencer after speaking to him this afternoon that

Bobo had a bowel movement and it was good. He even ate
some of his dry food that has been sitting there since Sunday;
hope that is OK. He really seems he is doing better now so far.
by Patricia Holt on 2016-01-07

I appreciate what you did for Bobo; but it is so expensive. Please tell
Spencer after speaking to him this afternoon that Bobo had a bowel
movement and it was good. He even ate some of his dry food that has been
sitting there since Sunday; hope that is OK. He really seems he is doing
better now so far.
NPS:

The Vets Office and Staff are great. We love how they take care
of our girl, Bella. Thanks for all that yall do.
by Mikel Rios on 2015-12-31

The Vets Office and Staff are great. We love how they take care of our girl,
Bella. Thanks for all that yall do.
NPS:

It was great as always! They had my purchase ready for me to
pick up with no delay. Thank you, Turttle Creek Veterinary
Medical Center for your efficient service!!!
by Lynndall Wolfe on 2015-12-23

It was great as always! They had my purchase ready for me to pick up with
no delay. Thank you, Turttle Creek Veterinary Medical Center for your
efficient service!!!
NPS:

You guys are the best! Buddy and Bella wish you all a Very
Merry Christmas!!!
by Heidi Carmichael on 2015-12-23

You guys are the best! Buddy and Bella wish you all a Very Merry
Christmas!!!
NPS:

We love Dr Rocky and his staff
by S. Raynae Roghair on 2015-12-19

We love Dr Rocky and his staff
NPS: N/A

Great customer service.
by Gail Campbell on 2015-12-15

Great customer service.
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and his staff are so understanding and patient with
my dogs. I appreciate the way they care for my Ranger & Rosie.
They always want to do what is best for my dogs.
by Kristi Coday on 2015-12-11

Dr. Rocky and his staff are so understanding and patient with my dogs. I
appreciate the way they care for my Ranger & Rosie. They always want to
do what is best for my dogs.
NPS:

Always been happy with the employees and Dr. Rocky. Beau
haa always been taken care of when there. They seem to care
about each animal that is there for treatment.
by Joan Lowe on 2015-12-11

Always been happy with the employees and Dr. Rocky. Beau haa always
been taken care of when there. They seem to care about each animal that is
there for treatment.
NPS:

Dr. Rocky is the BEST. And is staff is too!
by Paula Baise on 2015-12-11

Dr. Rocky is the BEST. And is staff is too!
NPS:

Very good. Very nice people.
by Jerry Fowler on 2015-12-09

Very good. Very nice people.
NPS:

The TEAM is awesome! Professional and knowledgeable on
breeding our show dogs. I always recommend Dr. Jonathan
Rocky and Lauri Rocky as our Reproduction Clinic. Thanks
Again!!

by Gwlynda Irek on 2015-12-04

The TEAM is awesome! Professional and knowledgeable on breeding our
show dogs. I always recommend Dr. Jonathan Rocky and Lauri Rocky as
our Reproduction Clinic. Thanks Again!!
NPS:

Doctor gave a thorough exam and answered all my questions
concerning Jade.
by Phyllis Voorhees on 2015-11-21

Doctor gave a thorough exam and answered all my questions concerning
Jade.
NPS:

Dr Rocky is very knowledgeable and caring. He has a great
staff. My only issue is that he is quite expensive.
by Elaine Aikey on 2015-11-16

Dr Rocky is very knowledgeable and caring. He has a great staff. My only
issue is that he is quite expensive.
NPS:

As usual always a great experience. Very professional and very
caring and thoughtful staff! Feels like leaving my girl with
family......
by Jennifer & Mike Hilton on 2015-11-04

As usual always a great experience. Very professional and very caring and
thoughtful staff! Feels like leaving my girl with family......

NPS:

Very caring staff.
by Linda Mott on 2015-10-31

Very caring staff.
NPS:

very satisfied
by Richard Hogue on 2015-10-30

very satisfied
NPS:

The most compassionate, thorough, up to date clinic. Love Dr.
Rocky and staff. Thanks to them, we got an additional 2 quality
years with our 14 year old Jack Russel, Helen.
by Cheryl & Stephen Cantrall on 2015-10-30

The most compassionate, thorough, up to date clinic. Love Dr. Rocky and
staff. Thanks to them, we got an additional 2 quality years with our 14 year
old Jack Russel, Helen.
NPS:

Franklin and all my dogs are comfortable at Turtle Creek. The
staff are always caring and professional and I rarely have to
wait for my appointment. Terrific place to take your pets!

by Anon on 2015-10-29

Franklin and all my dogs are comfortable at Turtle Creek. The staff are
always caring and professional and I rarely have to wait for my appointment.
Terrific place to take your pets!
NPS:

Very professional. I was able to get an appointment right away
and was in and out very quickly.
by Randy Meeks on 2015-10-24

Very professional. I was able to get an appointment right away and was in
and out very quickly.
NPS:

Everyone is always friendly and professional. I think Harley
gets great care and he is always excited to go there.
by Rhonda Duncan on 2015-10-23

Everyone is always friendly and professional. I think Harley gets great care
and he is always excited to go there.
NPS:

Very patient with my very nervous dog. They took their time
and didn't overwhelm him.
by Lyndi Melton on 2015-10-18

Very patient with my very nervous dog. They took their time and didn't
overwhelm him.
NPS:

Great, great staff! We felt completely welcome and comfortable
upon entering....Dr. Rocky was professional, kind, informative
and generous given his time and my many questions! We will
be back, most definitely.
by Anon on 2015-10-18

Great, great staff! We felt completely welcome and comfortable upon
entering....Dr. Rocky was professional, kind, informative and generous given
his time and my many questions! We will be back, most definitely.
NPS:

Always clean, always friendly and they are always helpful Dr.
Rocky is the best with Molly!
by Stacy Deaton on 2015-10-17

Always clean, always friendly and they are always helpful Dr. Rocky is the
best with Molly!
NPS:

WONDERFUL STAFF EXCELLENT DR. ROCKY WE THANK YOU
FOR YOUR GREAT CARE OF GRACIE LOU &lt;3 &lt;3 MARY
BRYANT
by Kenneth & Mary Bryant on 2015-10-16

WONDERFUL STAFF EXCELLENT DR. ROCKY WE THANK YOU FOR
YOUR GREAT CARE OF GRACIE LOU &lt;3 &lt;3 MARY BRYANT
NPS:

Fast, friendly service.
by Anon on 2015-10-13

Fast, friendly service.
NPS:

Love Dr Rocky, Spencer & the rest of the team. Always feel
confident our babies are receiving the best care and Dr Rocky
expertise seems to be 2nd to none.
by Rhonda Patty on 2015-10-10

Love Dr Rocky, Spencer & the rest of the team. Always feel confident our
babies are receiving the best care and Dr Rocky expertise seems to be 2nd
to none.
NPS:

Always friendly & professional! Thanks Dr Rocky.... You have
an awesome staff!!
by Darla Stovall on 2015-10-10

Always friendly & professional! Thanks Dr Rocky.... You have an awesome
staff!!
NPS:

The vet was very helpful and explained everything to me. The
explained the treatment plan and costs up front and treated my
aged dog as if he were their own family member.
by Mary Canada on 2015-10-09

The vet was very helpful and explained everything to me. The explained the
treatment plan and costs up front and treated my aged dog as if he were
their own family member.
NPS:

I know Stevie Ray gets a thourough check up when we visit.
The Staff & Dr Rocky take time to know him and his rowdy
personality and treat him like family. The quality care we
receive her will keep us coming back!
by Kathy & Howard Brooks on 2015-10-06

I know Stevie Ray gets a thourough check up when we visit. The Staff & Dr
Rocky take time to know him and his rowdy personality and treat him like
family. The quality care we receive her will keep us coming back!
NPS:

Turtle Creek is a bit more expensive than the other clinics in
town,. However, you get what you pay for - excellent service, a
staff that is loving, caring and respectful. I love Turtle Creek!
by Mary Trelc on 2015-10-06

Turtle Creek is a bit more expensive than the other clinics in town,.
However, you get what you pay for - excellent service, a staff that is loving,
caring and respectful. I love Turtle Creek!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky always provides great care for my fur babies. He
always gives me his honest opinion and I appreciate all he and
his staff have done for my puppies.
by Katie & Brandon Day on 2015-10-04

Dr. Rocky always provides great care for my fur babies. He always gives me
his honest opinion and I appreciate all he and his staff have done for my
puppies.
NPS:

Your facility is clean and open. The staff are friendly and even
very forgiving towards my tardiness due to a first time visit and
not being familiar with the area. The Veterinarian and assistant
were pleasant. They were pretty thorough and seemed sincere.
My only dissappointment was the high charges for the basic
care given. I will be looking for something more economical to
better suit my financial capability. I am a single mother and
can't just throw $200 down every time I take a kitten in for a
check up.
by Anon on 2015-10-04

Your facility is clean and open. The staff are friendly and even very forgiving
towards my tardiness due to a first time visit and not being familiar with the
area. The Veterinarian and assistant were pleasant. They were pretty
thorough and seemed sincere. My only dissappointment was the high
charges for the basic care given. I will be looking for something more
economical to better suit my financial capability. I am a single mother and
can't just throw $200 down every time I take a kitten in for a check up.
NPS:

I LOVE TCVMC and wouldn't think of going anywhere else!!!
by Melanie Williams on 2015-09-29

I LOVE TCVMC and wouldn't think of going anywhere else!!!
NPS:

Everyone at Turtle Creek is amazing! I have never had a vet like
Dr. Rocky before....he cares so much for the families he
helps...my Maddison is healthy and happy because of him and
his staff...thank you!
by Meredith Villa on 2015-09-26

Everyone at Turtle Creek is amazing! I have never had a vet like Dr. Rocky
before....he cares so much for the families he helps...my Maddison is
healthy and happy because of him and his staff...thank you!
NPS:

We love the staff!! Always professional and treats our furbaby
like family.
by LeighAnn Hosking on 2015-09-21

We love the staff!! Always professional and treats our furbaby like family.
NPS:

Very helpful and caring group
by Susan Dabbs on 2015-09-19

Very helpful and caring group
NPS:

Very nice and friendly and they did not ways my time in out
visit Thanks Jimmy with finishline tire & auto service. .
by Jimmy Benitez on 2015-09-15

Very nice and friendly and they did not ways my time in out visit Thanks
Jimmy with finishline tire & auto service. .

NPS:

The doctor was wonderful, and always goes above and beyond
and so was the vet tech. The front desk receptionist needs a bit
of improvement in her customer service skills. Seems very
grumpy. Maybe it was just a bad day, but regardless.
by Gail Campbell on 2015-09-09

The doctor was wonderful, and always goes above and beyond and so was
the vet tech. The front desk receptionist needs a bit of improvement in her
customer service skills. Seems very grumpy. Maybe it was just a bad day,
but regardless.
NPS:

I love Dr. Rocky and all of his staff. They have really cared for
our animals and always do everything they can to help.
by Laura Jones on 2015-09-05

I love Dr. Rocky and all of his staff. They have really cared for our animals
and always do everything they can to help.
NPS:

They take very good care of Lil Bit. He's been going since May
of 2009. The staff are very kind & gentle with the pets.
by Glenn & Carrol McCormick on 2015-09-02

They take very good care of Lil Bit. He's been going since May of 2009. The
staff are very kind & gentle with the pets.
NPS:

Overcharges, lies about what your pet needs.
by Anon on 2015-09-01

Overcharges, lies about what your pet needs.
NPS:

Very Clean, really nice employees, and always smells good.
Efficient, professional, plus sweetness and sincerity for all who
work there. Dr. Rocky is the best and so concerned about your
animals health. He is very dedicated to his animals and cares
deeply for them. Dr. Rocky is always available in case of an
emergency and that means everything to a person who has
something that happens to their little four legged loved ones.
You will be happy that you chose Turtle Creek Medical Center!
by Anita Harral on 2015-08-28

Very Clean, really nice employees, and always smells good. Efficient,
professional, plus sweetness and sincerity for all who work there. Dr. Rocky
is the best and so concerned about your animals health. He is very
dedicated to his animals and cares deeply for them. Dr. Rocky is always
available in case of an emergency and that means everything to a person
who has something that happens to their little four legged loved ones. You
will be happy that you chose Turtle Creek Medical Center!
NPS:

Always a great experience! They have a very sweet and caring
team.
by Rebecca Bruce on 2015-08-20

Always a great experience! They have a very sweet and caring team.
NPS:

We came in to have Roxie and Emma Bee's toenails cut. Alway
a great experience.
by Paula Wright on 2015-08-11

We came in to have Roxie and Emma Bee's toenails cut. Alway a great
experience.
NPS:

Everyone in the office was friendly and very helpful. we were
greeted right away, and we were seeing the Dr. within 30
minutes. The best part was that even though we were new to
them, they got us in with an appointment within 1 hr of calling
them. That is more than i could say for the vet we normally
used. Yes used as we are switching vets. Our normal vet could
not even see us that day, even though we had a cat that was
very, very sick. I highly recommend this vet!
by Kim Williams on 2015-08-04

Everyone in the office was friendly and very helpful. we were greeted right
away, and we were seeing the Dr. within 30 minutes. The best part was that
even though we were new to them, they got us in with an appointment
within 1 hr of calling them. That is more than i could say for the vet we
normally used. Yes used as we are switching vets. Our normal vet could not
even see us that day, even though we had a cat that was very, very sick. I
highly recommend this vet!
NPS:

Ya'll are doing great. Dogs love ya so I have no qualms about
bringing 'em to you.
by Anon on 2015-08-04

Ya'll are doing great. Dogs love ya so I have no qualms about bringing 'em
to you.
NPS:

As always, the staff at Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center
was excellent!
by Jeff Steed on 2015-08-01

As always, the staff at Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center was
excellent!
NPS:

Turtle Creek Vet staff are always so helpful in answering
questions, explaining procedures, returning phone calls,
answering emails - whatever your concerns they take care of
your pet and you!
by Jane & Frank Goulding on 2015-07-30

Turtle Creek Vet staff are always so helpful in answering questions,
explaining procedures, returning phone calls, answering emails - whatever
your concerns they take care of your pet and you!
NPS:

I really appreciate all that was done for Allie even though it
didn't turn out the way we wanted. I don't know if it would have
made a difference or not, but when I was told that Allie was
depressed I asked if we could see her. I know in humans family
help with healing and depression. Maybe in the future you can
use this as part of your treatment. It would have meant alot to
us to see her one more time and it may have meant alot to her
too. Thank you again for all you did.

by Michelle Looney on 2015-07-28

I really appreciate all that was done for Allie even though it didn't turn out
the way we wanted. I don't know if it would have made a difference or not,
but when I was told that Allie was depressed I asked if we could see her. I
know in humans family help with healing and depression. Maybe in the
future you can use this as part of your treatment. It would have meant alot to
us to see her one more time and it may have meant alot to her too. Thank
you again for all you did.
NPS:

Great experience!
by Anon on 2015-07-25

Great experience!
NPS:

The best service around, as always. We love Dr. Rocky & his
staff.
by Terri and Danny Bowman on 2015-07-21

The best service around, as always. We love Dr. Rocky & his staff.
NPS:

I am more than pleased, friendly, helpful, great with my baby,
gave me first hand information, very pleasant and clean
atmosphere. I'm very glad we came, even though it was an
emergency visit, as now we are new patients! Thanks to all of
you! Will highly recommend you to others!
by Debra Jenkins on 2015-07-21

I am more than pleased, friendly, helpful, great with my baby, gave me first
hand information, very pleasant and clean atmosphere. I'm very glad we
came, even though it was an emergency visit, as now we are new patients!
Thanks to all of you! Will highly recommend you to others!
NPS:

As always, thorough exam by dr rocky and friendly
staff...excellent experience!
by Debbie Carlson on 2015-07-18

As always, thorough exam by dr rocky and friendly staff...excellent
experience!
NPS:

Very kind staff. They worked well with my pet and I will
definitely keep taking him there for all his medical needs
by Donald Lane on 2015-07-17

Very kind staff. They worked well with my pet and I will definitely keep taking
him there for all his medical needs
NPS:

First visit with a rescue. Dr. Rocky and his assistant were
caring and thorough. I put full trust in them. We were in an
exam room immediately with very little wait time for the
examination. Thank you!
by Linda Mott on 2015-07-16

First visit with a rescue. Dr. Rocky and his assistant were caring and
thorough. I put full trust in them. We were in an exam room immediately with
very little wait time for the examination. Thank you!

NPS:

My experience was great as normal. Only this time Yellow did
not want to be there and scratched me up pretty good, the vet
assistant ended up bandaging me instead of Yellow. I am still
waiting to see if it is possible to remove Yellow's rear dew
claws and what that cost would be. I cannot continue to pay
$171 every couple of months to knock him out and cut his
nails.
by Sandy McCarrie on 2015-07-16

My experience was great as normal. Only this time Yellow did not want to
be there and scratched me up pretty good, the vet assistant ended up
bandaging me instead of Yellow. I am still waiting to see if it is possible to
remove Yellow's rear dew claws and what that cost would be. I cannot
continue to pay $171 every couple of months to knock him out and cut his
nails.
NPS:

I was looking for an experienced vet who showed love towards
animals. My expectations were far surpassed. My dog actually
seemed to enjoy the visit. Max was examined from head to toe.
I had a lot of concerns and expected many expensive tests and
treatments but this wasn't the case. Max will be getting all his
care here as long as i have him. Thank y'all so much ( :
by Tom Adamson on 2015-07-15

I was looking for an experienced vet who showed love towards animals. My
expectations were far surpassed. My dog actually seemed to enjoy the visit.
Max was examined from head to toe. I had a lot of concerns and expected
many expensive tests and treatments but this wasn't the case. Max will be
getting all his care here as long as i have him. Thank y'all so much ( :
NPS:

Being new to Greenville this was my first visit. Dr. Rocky and
his team are very friendly and great with my sick dog. Glad to
have found Turtle Creek.
by Phyllis Daniels on 2015-07-07

Being new to Greenville this was my first visit. Dr. Rocky and his team are
very friendly and great with my sick dog. Glad to have found Turtle Creek.
NPS:

Very fast and friendly. Very clean as well.
by Anon on 2015-07-07

Very fast and friendly. Very clean as well.
NPS:

Great place to take your fur babies to.
by S. Raynae Roghair on 2015-06-30

Great place to take your fur babies to.
NPS:

l love your staff. they're always cheerful and helpful. they must
love their work and their doctor!
by Kathy Derby on 2015-06-30

l love your staff. they're always cheerful and helpful. they must love their
work and their doctor!

NPS:

I took my dog to get a simple shot and they kept it just that. I
really appreciate that since it seems that so many vets want to
charge you an arm and a leg for things you don't really need.
by Anon on 2015-06-25

I took my dog to get a simple shot and they kept it just that. I really
appreciate that since it seems that so many vets want to charge you an arm
and a leg for things you don't really need.
NPS:

DR ROCKY AND STAFF WERE VERY GENTLE WITH MY
ELDERLY DOG AND GAVE HIM AND US THE UTMOST
RESPECT AND DILIGENT CARE DURING A DIFFICULT TIME IN
OUR LIVES. THANK YOU FOR ALL YOU'VE DONE.
by Christie Evans on 2015-06-23

DR ROCKY AND STAFF WERE VERY GENTLE WITH MY ELDERLY DOG
AND GAVE HIM AND US THE UTMOST RESPECT AND DILIGENT CARE
DURING A DIFFICULT TIME IN OUR LIVES. THANK YOU FOR ALL
YOU'VE DONE.
NPS:

I love, love, love every one at Turtle Creek. My boys are so
loved and the patience Dr. Rocky has not only with our kiddos
but with us mom's and dad's is awesome.
by Mary Trelc on 2015-06-21

I love, love, love every one at Turtle Creek. My boys are so loved and the
patience Dr. Rocky has not only with our kiddos but with us mom's and
dad's is awesome.

NPS:

Thank you for giving Flower such excellent care. She is doing
well.
by Valerie Cleveland on 2015-06-21

Thank you for giving Flower such excellent care. She is doing well.
NPS:

I could not ask for better for my sweet 4 legged kids! The whole
staff love and treat all of them as their own, especially Trey. For
a once very anxious/scared dog, he actually loves to go see Dr
Rocky and his staff. They make Trey very comfortable about
being there and lhe loves everyone.
by Cliff & Brooke Jones on 2015-06-19

I could not ask for better for my sweet 4 legged kids! The whole staff love
and treat all of them as their own, especially Trey. For a once very
anxious/scared dog, he actually loves to go see Dr Rocky and his staff.
They make Trey very comfortable about being there and lhe loves
everyone.
NPS:

We had such a wonderful experience! It was Ryder's first vet
visit since we adopted him and we are relatively new to
Greenville. It was an awesome experience and Ryder has so
many new friends!!
by Laurie Ausburn on 2015-06-16

We had such a wonderful experience! It was Ryder's first vet visit since we
adopted him and we are relatively new to Greenville. It was an awesome
experience and Ryder has so many new friends!!
NPS:

Staff pleasant, explained procedures well, handled pet very
professional. Wait time based on appointment time, excessive.
a simple apology and/or explanatioon for delay would have
been appreciated. Overall experience very positive.
by Jeff Kirsch on 2015-06-11

Staff pleasant, explained procedures well, handled pet very professional.
Wait time based on appointment time, excessive. a simple apology and/or
explanatioon for delay would have been appreciated. Overall experience
very positive.
NPS:

Everyone was kind. Doctor was informative Waited 25 minutes
in the room It would be nice to get a new puppy book or
handouts on frequent problems, checklist of needs, etc. also a
graph of age weight and projections would be neat to have.
by Anon on 2015-06-07

Everyone was kind. Doctor was informative Waited 25 minutes in the room
It would be nice to get a new puppy book or handouts on frequent problems,
checklist of needs, etc. also a graph of age weight and projections would be
neat to have.
NPS:

Penny went in for a dental cleaning and being that she is 11
yrs. old, I was a little concerned. They eased my fears and she

was taken very good care of. (As I knew she would be). They
explained the procedure and went over details & answered my
questions. Penny is my baby and I would not continue to keep
using Dr. Rocky for the past 8 years if she & my other fur
babies did not get the best of care. I highly recommend Dr.
Rocky & the staff at Turtle Creek Vet.
by Karen Cummings on 2015-06-05

Penny went in for a dental cleaning and being that she is 11 yrs. old, I was a
little concerned. They eased my fears and she was taken very good care of.
(As I knew she would be). They explained the procedure and went over
details & answered my questions. Penny is my baby and I would not
continue to keep using Dr. Rocky for the past 8 years if she & my other fur
babies did not get the best of care. I highly recommend Dr. Rocky & the
staff at Turtle Creek Vet.
NPS:

Friendly staff and great Dr.
by Rebecca Sanchez on 2015-06-05

Friendly staff and great Dr.
NPS:

Wonderful people to deal with. Called about 7:45 pm with an
emergency and Dr. Rocky was able to meet us by 8:15. He took
care of our fur baby.
by Scott Blasingame on 2015-06-04

Wonderful people to deal with. Called about 7:45 pm with an emergency
and Dr. Rocky was able to meet us by 8:15. He took care of our fur baby.
NPS:

Thank you for the excellent care of Gage during his emergency
visit and his surgery. And for your follow up with me during his
after care. Thank you so much.
by Geneva Fain on 2015-06-03

Thank you for the excellent care of Gage during his emergency visit and his
surgery. And for your follow up with me during his after care. Thank you so
much.
NPS:

I was very impressed with Dr. Rocky, his staff and the
atmoshere of the clinic. Everything was so nice and clean. We
were seen promptly, even without an appointment. Our cat
received great care and is doing much better now. They even
followed up the next day to check on him!
by Anon on 2015-06-02

I was very impressed with Dr. Rocky, his staff and the atmoshere of the
clinic. Everything was so nice and clean. We were seen promptly, even
without an appointment. Our cat received great care and is doing much
better now. They even followed up the next day to check on him!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky & his staff are the best around. Very knowledgable,
friendly, and helpful. You can tell they love animals!
by Paula Baise on 2015-06-02

Dr. Rocky & his staff are the best around. Very knowledgable, friendly, and
helpful. You can tell they love animals!
NPS:

My beloved Lab mix, Theodore had an unfortunate, head-on
collision with a tree, while pursuing his favorite prey, a wild
hare. His mishap occurred just before closing time on a
Saturday afternoon. The receptionist was kind and caring and
quickly got Theodore in to see the vet, after hours. He was
thoroughly examined. They stopped the bleeding, gave him the
necessary treatments, prescribed medication, answered all my
questions and fully explained what I was to do to help
Theodore back to full health. They even gave me an emergency
number to call if his condition worsened over the weekend. I
give Turtle Creek VMC my highest rating for promptness,
professionalism, courtesy, competence, and caring. Thanks to
these fine folks, Theodore is feeling good as new and is back
on the trail of rabbits, squirrels, and anything else that moves.
Thank you, Dr. Rocky and staff !
by Ron Rogers on 2015-05-31

My beloved Lab mix, Theodore had an unfortunate, head-on collision with a
tree, while pursuing his favorite prey, a wild hare. His mishap occurred just
before closing time on a Saturday afternoon. The receptionist was kind and
caring and quickly got Theodore in to see the vet, after hours. He was
thoroughly examined. They stopped the bleeding, gave him the necessary
treatments, prescribed medication, answered all my questions and fully
explained what I was to do to help Theodore back to full health. They even
gave me an emergency number to call if his condition worsened over the
weekend. I give Turtle Creek VMC my highest rating for promptness,
professionalism, courtesy, competence, and caring. Thanks to these fine
folks, Theodore is feeling good as new and is back on the trail of rabbits,
squirrels, and anything else that moves. Thank you, Dr. Rocky and staff !
NPS:

Always clean, efficient and nice employees. Dr. Rocky is the
best of the best. His assistants are really great too. So glad we
have Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center right here in
Greenville, Texas.
by Anita Harral on 2015-05-30

Always clean, efficient and nice employees. Dr. Rocky is the best of the
best. His assistants are really great too. So glad we have Turtle Creek
Veterinary Medical Center right here in Greenville, Texas.
NPS:

Excellent care for my dog!
by Paul Therkildsen on 2015-05-29

Excellent care for my dog!
NPS:

Came in for a physical checkup and found a serious. It was
fantastic that all the tests could be done in office. All questions
were answered although it could have been done a little clearer.
by Anon on 2015-05-23

Came in for a physical checkup and found a serious. It was fantastic that all
the tests could be done in office. All questions were answered although it
could have been done a little clearer.
NPS:

The vet staff was very nice and patient with my cat acting like a
devil. I dont know what got into her but they were able to
sedate her and give her shots without any further problems.
Thank you
by Anon on 2015-05-17

The vet staff was very nice and patient with my cat acting like a devil. I dont
know what got into her but they were able to sedate her and give her shots
without any further problems. Thank you

NPS:

As always, everyone is very caring and professional.
by Sherry Turner on 2015-05-15

As always, everyone is very caring and professional.
NPS:

Store by on a Saturday, not knowing they were closed, but still
the caring staff got me and my Fur Kids in to see the Doctor. It
was something that they didn't have to do. But it was
something I appreciate.
by Brad Mathis on 2015-05-10

Store by on a Saturday, not knowing they were closed, but still the caring
staff got me and my Fur Kids in to see the Doctor. It was something that
they didn't have to do. But it was something I appreciate.
NPS:

Always wonderful!
by Wes & Lauren Habluetzel on 2015-05-09

Always wonderful!
NPS:

Thank you to Dr Rocky and staff for always being so kind to
Lucky.

by Kimberly Veasey on 2015-05-08

Thank you to Dr Rocky and staff for always being so kind to Lucky.
NPS:

We have been bringing our dogs and cats to Turtle Creek for
almost 9 years. We LOVE Dr. Rocky and the entire staff. We
have never had any bad experiences and you can tell that
everyone there is focused on your pet. Shianne, Spencer, Amy,
Jennifer and Jen are very kind and keep you informed every
step of the way if your pet is having a surgery or dental.
Wouldn't go anywhere else!
by Allison Jones on 2015-05-03

We have been bringing our dogs and cats to Turtle Creek for almost 9
years. We LOVE Dr. Rocky and the entire staff. We have never had any bad
experiences and you can tell that everyone there is focused on your pet.
Shianne, Spencer, Amy, Jennifer and Jen are very kind and keep you
informed every step of the way if your pet is having a surgery or dental.
Wouldn't go anywhere else!
NPS:

Hi,, All those guys where great !! We where down to the wire on
time. They had Two of our Dogs to deal with. worked us in
Quickly & really helped us out , Great customer service also We
will go see them again for sure.
by Christi Sims on 2015-05-01

Hi,, All those guys where great !! We where down to the wire on time. They
had Two of our Dogs to deal with. worked us in Quickly & really helped us
out , Great customer service also We will go see them again for sure.
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and the staff at Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical
Center are tops in my book! My aging Siamese would not be
with me were it not for the care he receives from Dr. Rocky and
staff. Nothing is too much trouble and they are never too busy
to take time to care. My cat's disease had gone undiagnosed for
years until I brought him in to see Dr. Rocky. In a matter of 20
minutes on our first visit we had a diagnosis for several issues
and immediate help to resolve or maintain health. It has been
several years since that first visit and my cat is still around and
enjoying life. Everyday is a bonus.
by Jeff Steed on 2015-04-30

Dr. Rocky and the staff at Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center are tops
in my book! My aging Siamese would not be with me were it not for the care
he receives from Dr. Rocky and staff. Nothing is too much trouble and they
are never too busy to take time to care. My cat's disease had gone
undiagnosed for years until I brought him in to see Dr. Rocky. In a matter of
20 minutes on our first visit we had a diagnosis for several issues and
immediate help to resolve or maintain health. It has been several years
since that first visit and my cat is still around and enjoying life. Everyday is a
bonus.
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and staff treat my girls as if they were their own! Very
up to date on treatments and very compassionate. The best vet
clinic around. Try them! I know you'll love them as we do!
by Cheryl & Stephen Cantrall on 2015-04-30

Dr. Rocky and staff treat my girls as if they were their own! Very up to date
on treatments and very compassionate. The best vet clinic around. Try
them! I know you'll love them as we do!
NPS:

Took great care of my babies. Glad I found you.

by Kay Gilmore on 2015-04-25

Took great care of my babies. Glad I found you.
NPS:

Staff very friendly, veterinarian was wonderful! I even spoke to
the manager who was attentive and quick to get back to me
even after a busy clinic day. I was frustrated with a pricing
quote that was outrageous. I didn't know where to place my
frustration so I decided to call and speak with the manager and
she corrected everything which is the reason I will be always
bringing my animals to turtle creek. They were prompt in
rooming us, very great with my animal. The rooms are even
very very nice and comfortable, which is important even to the
nervous animals!! Love this place! However, when pricing can
get crazy and my animal needs attention, with only 1 income
and a baby a little help with a payment plan would be nice..
Care credit is not always an option.
by Chelsea Savage on 2015-04-21

Staff very friendly, veterinarian was wonderful! I even spoke to the manager
who was attentive and quick to get back to me even after a busy clinic day. I
was frustrated with a pricing quote that was outrageous. I didn't know where
to place my frustration so I decided to call and speak with the manager and
she corrected everything which is the reason I will be always bringing my
animals to turtle creek. They were prompt in rooming us, very great with my
animal. The rooms are even very very nice and comfortable, which is
important even to the nervous animals!! Love this place! However, when
pricing can get crazy and my animal needs attention, with only 1 income
and a baby a little help with a payment plan would be nice.. Care credit is
not always an option.
NPS:

Great Vet and great staff!

by Anon on 2015-04-19

Great Vet and great staff!
NPS:

We love Dr Rocky and all of the staff, Maisy even likes him too!
He is a wonderful doctor and we feel fortunate to have him
taking care of Maisy.
by Suzanne and Al David on 2015-04-18

We love Dr Rocky and all of the staff, Maisy even likes him too! He is a
wonderful doctor and we feel fortunate to have him taking care of Maisy.
NPS:

Great care , whatever problem TJ has , it gets better with
whatever treatment the Dr. gives him.
by Tammy Yeary on 2015-04-18

Great care , whatever problem TJ has , it gets better with whatever
treatment the Dr. gives him.
NPS:

My baby is always loved and cared for at Dr Rockys office!
by Donna Goss on 2015-04-17

My baby is always loved and cared for at Dr Rockys office!
NPS:

This is the second ill pet I have had to bring to Turtle Creek and
everyone was very kind, patient and explained everything in a
nice way to this newbie to the practice. Dr. Rocky ROCKS!
by Linda Malchak on 2015-04-16

This is the second ill pet I have had to bring to Turtle Creek and everyone
was very kind, patient and explained everything in a nice way to this newbie
to the practice. Dr. Rocky ROCKS!
NPS:

They are all so friendly at Turtle Creek! Veterinary!
by Renee & MJ Costa on 2015-04-13

They are all so friendly at Turtle Creek! Veterinary!
NPS:

I loved how kind everyone was to me and my baby girl when we
brought her puppy in! Dr rocky took the time to explain
everything they were doing and testing for on my pup. I will
definitely keep using turtle creek and recommend them to
friends!
by Heather Garcia on 2015-04-09

I loved how kind everyone was to me and my baby girl when we brought her
puppy in! Dr rocky took the time to explain everything they were doing and
testing for on my pup. I will definitely keep using turtle creek and
recommend them to friends!
NPS:

great!!!

by Lisa Andree on 2015-04-06

great!!!
NPS:

Attentive, nice staff and Dr. Rocky is knowledge and very
patient with our questions. They are also very kind and gentle
with Laney.
by Mandy Stewart on 2015-04-05

Attentive, nice staff and Dr. Rocky is knowledge and very patient with our
questions. They are also very kind and gentle with Laney.
NPS:

The best staff who take absolutely wonderful care of my pup.
Even my dog loves going there which says more than anything.
I drive an hour to them because no one treats us better and
more like family!
by Heather Mordue on 2015-03-27

The best staff who take absolutely wonderful care of my pup. Even my dog
loves going there which says more than anything. I drive an hour to them
because no one treats us better and more like family!
NPS:

The girl at the front desk answered all of my questions I had
about a flea preventative which was extremely helpful. She had
a positive and very sweet attitude from the second I walked
through the door. The girl that greeted Aspen and took her
back for a nail trim was very friendly too and we both felt very
comfortable being there. It was a great experience overall (even

though it was short) and I will continue to take her back as
needed. I liked the cats walking around too! :) Thank you!
by Rachel Hall on 2015-03-26

The girl at the front desk answered all of my questions I had about a flea
preventative which was extremely helpful. She had a positive and very
sweet attitude from the second I walked through the door. The girl that
greeted Aspen and took her back for a nail trim was very friendly too and we
both felt very comfortable being there. It was a great experience overall
(even though it was short) and I will continue to take her back as needed. I
liked the cats walking around too! :) Thank you!
NPS:

They take really good care of all my pets and take the time to
explain and educate us on things that are going on with our
little fur babies.
by Kayla Trujillo on 2015-03-22

They take really good care of all my pets and take the time to explain and
educate us on things that are going on with our little fur babies.
NPS:

As soon as I walked in I felt the sense of caring. The staff was
great, and the doctor took his time to explain in detail to
eliminate any worries I may have had. A great team and I will
recommend them highly.
by Gail Campbell on 2015-03-21

As soon as I walked in I felt the sense of caring. The staff was great, and
the doctor took his time to explain in detail to eliminate any worries I may
have had. A great team and I will recommend them highly.
NPS:

It was awesome as always!! We love Dr. Rocky and all the
staff!!
by Jason & Stacey Mayfield on 2015-03-14

It was awesome as always!! We love Dr. Rocky and all the staff!!
NPS:

Thank you for loving our boy
by Kenny & Liz Wiley on 2015-03-12

Thank you for loving our boy
NPS:

I felt the care was thoughtful and thorough. The staff and Dr.
Rocky were great. Appreciated that they review cost of every
before they do anything.
by Lucas Kiowski on 2015-03-03

I felt the care was thoughtful and thorough. The staff and Dr. Rocky were
great. Appreciated that they review cost of every before they do anything.
NPS:

Thank you for seeing us last minute when we just walked in!
Now that our old vet retired, we had no idea where to go. We
definately appreciate it and Daisy is feeling a lot better!
by Lora Poteet on 2015-02-28

Thank you for seeing us last minute when we just walked in! Now that our
old vet retired, we had no idea where to go. We definately appreciate it and
Daisy is feeling a lot better!
NPS:

We have been using Turtle Creek Veterinary since shortly after
they opened. All our visits have been good and we have had a
lot since 2004. The staff is always friendly, helpful and
understanding. They do everything they can to reassure and
comfort your pets. Doctor Rocky does everything he can for
our pets. He has always been there when our pets needed him.
When nothing can be done for the pet he is there for us. With
Doctor Rocky and Lauri's invaluable help we have welcomed
two litters of puppies and soon hope to make it three. We trust
Doctor Rocky and his staff completely with our pets.
by Linda Schrader on 2015-02-24

We have been using Turtle Creek Veterinary since shortly after they
opened. All our visits have been good and we have had a lot since 2004.
The staff is always friendly, helpful and understanding. They do everything
they can to reassure and comfort your pets. Doctor Rocky does everything
he can for our pets. He has always been there when our pets needed him.
When nothing can be done for the pet he is there for us. With Doctor Rocky
and Lauri's invaluable help we have welcomed two litters of puppies and
soon hope to make it three. We trust Doctor Rocky and his staff completely
with our pets.
NPS:

Took a bit longer than expected but not a drastic wait.
by Elaine Aikey on 2015-02-21

Took a bit longer than expected but not a drastic wait.
NPS:

Great environment, great people, and great service!!!!
by Bryan Hagerich on 2015-02-13

Great environment, great people, and great service!!!!
NPS:

Love the staff. Everyone is genuinely concerned about the
health of all pets.
by Ronny & Mitzi Booth on 2015-02-13

Love the staff. Everyone is genuinely concerned about the health of all pets.
NPS:

Excellent as always. Very caring!
by Jeff Steed on 2015-02-08

Excellent as always. Very caring!
NPS:

I am very happy with my visits to Turtle Creek Veterinary
Medical Center. They greet me by name and that is nice. the
wait is never long and I feel like they are very interested in
helping my dog. Dr. Rocky is a very caring vet and is always
gentle and kind to my dog. He is very interested in helping my
dog get better. The techs are very helpful, too.
by Jan Munson on 2015-02-06

I am very happy with my visits to Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center.
They greet me by name and that is nice. the wait is never long and I feel like
they are very interested in helping my dog. Dr. Rocky is a very caring vet
and is always gentle and kind to my dog. He is very interested in helping my
dog get better. The techs are very helpful, too.
NPS:

I found Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center and it's staff to
be very professional and helpful. Dr. Rocky was very likable
and knowledgeable and was very gentle with my dog, Carl. He
gave his honest opinion and I appreciated that. Amy was
cheerful and helpful and knew what she was doing. The clinic
was clean and nice and I will be happy to take the rest of my
crew (3 dogs and 3 cats) there for future needs.
by Tracey Davis on 2015-02-05

I found Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center and it's staff to be very
professional and helpful. Dr. Rocky was very likable and knowledgeable and
was very gentle with my dog, Carl. He gave his honest opinion and I
appreciated that. Amy was cheerful and helpful and knew what she was
doing. The clinic was clean and nice and I will be happy to take the rest of
my crew (3 dogs and 3 cats) there for future needs.
NPS:

I called for an emergency after hours and I received a prompt
return phone call and they met me at the clinic in 15 minutes.
Spencer and Dr. Rocky provided great care for my dog and
Cheyenne even called me the next day to check on Dyna. The
cost was kind of high, but worth it. They are good people who
really care!!!
by Ashley Phillips on 2015-02-04

I called for an emergency after hours and I received a prompt return phone
call and they met me at the clinic in 15 minutes. Spencer and Dr. Rocky
provided great care for my dog and Cheyenne even called me the next day

to check on Dyna. The cost was kind of high, but worth it. They are good
people who really care!!!
NPS:

Everyone was very kind and friendly to myself and my pet. He
was very well taken care of. Great experience!
by Paige and Mark Shepherd on 2015-02-01

Everyone was very kind and friendly to myself and my pet. He was very well
taken care of. Great experience!
NPS:

Everyone is so friendly and knows our Sali by name! Thank
you!
by Chance Lowe on 2015-01-31

Everyone is so friendly and knows our Sali by name! Thank you!
NPS:

The place was clean, the staff very friendly and willing to help.
A little expensive but I have not had to use a vet in over five
years since the death of our Bear. Our new addition may
require more attention than our other dogs.
by Shirley Turner on 2015-01-28

The place was clean, the staff very friendly and willing to help. A little
expensive but I have not had to use a vet in over five years since the death
of our Bear. Our new addition may require more attention than our other
dogs.
NPS:

Hank loves his clinic visits. We never have to wait long for our
appointment and he gets lots of attention. Thank y'all!!
by Brenda Hall on 2015-01-22

Hank loves his clinic visits. We never have to wait long for our appointment
and he gets lots of attention. Thank y'all!!
NPS:

I have only been going to TCVC for a few weeks, but the staff
and Dr. Rocky are FANTASTIC. Had to have one of my boys put
to sleep and they even personalized (his paw prints and
name)on a medallion. This was the sweetest thing imaginable
and it hangs by my door. Each time I took him in, the staff
called at least each of 2 days following his visit to check up on
him. Not only was the staff superlative, but Dr. Rocky was very
thorough in reviewing his prior med. records and following
through with the necessary procedures. I will continue to use
this clinic from now on for my other "boy" and recommend
them to every one I know.
by Myra Morrissey on 2015-01-22

I have only been going to TCVC for a few weeks, but the staff and Dr.
Rocky are FANTASTIC. Had to have one of my boys put to sleep and they
even personalized (his paw prints and name)on a medallion. This was the
sweetest thing imaginable and it hangs by my door. Each time I took him in,
the staff called at least each of 2 days following his visit to check up on him.
Not only was the staff superlative, but Dr. Rocky was very thorough in
reviewing his prior med. records and following through with the necessary
procedures. I will continue to use this clinic from now on for my other "boy"
and recommend them to every one I know.
NPS:

I grew up helping in my Dad's vet clinic and up until a couple
years ago when he retired, he cared for our pets. I brought
Major for the first time last year hoping to establish a
relationship with a local vet since my dad is retired. I can say I
was very happy with the reception, check in/check out, etc.
Everything seemed clean, tidy and everyone I met was friendly.
Maybe with Major just needing shots, an actual exam by the vet
isn't included? I'm hoping Major can have an exam on my next
visit. Should I ask for that next time? Is there an extra fee
involved for an exam with the shots? I'd like to mark much
higher than "average" and that I'd recommend "in a heartbeat"
on the overall feedback but I can't say that I would just yet. I'm
hoping Dr. Rocky will be able to take the time to get to know my
pet. I see tremendous value over pet store/cause for paws
vaccinations in that someone I know and who knows my pet is
involved in his care. Maybe I should have asked specifically for
an exam......I've never seen it handled any other way than at
least a brief exam in conjunction with shots. Thanks for your
time, Ben
by Ben McGraw on 2015-01-17

I grew up helping in my Dad's vet clinic and up until a couple years ago
when he retired, he cared for our pets. I brought Major for the first time last
year hoping to establish a relationship with a local vet since my dad is
retired. I can say I was very happy with the reception, check in/check out,
etc. Everything seemed clean, tidy and everyone I met was friendly. Maybe
with Major just needing shots, an actual exam by the vet isn't included? I'm
hoping Major can have an exam on my next visit. Should I ask for that next
time? Is there an extra fee involved for an exam with the shots? I'd like to
mark much higher than "average" and that I'd recommend "in a heartbeat"
on the overall feedback but I can't say that I would just yet. I'm hoping Dr.
Rocky will be able to take the time to get to know my pet. I see tremendous
value over pet store/cause for paws vaccinations in that someone I know
and who knows my pet is involved in his care. Maybe I should have asked
specifically for an exam......I've never seen it handled any other way than at
least a brief exam in conjunction with shots. Thanks for your time, Ben
NPS:

Great appt, our Coby was well taken care of and everyone
seemed to love him. Thanks for everything!
by Donna Goss on 2015-01-16

Great appt, our Coby was well taken care of and everyone seemed to love
him. Thanks for everything!
NPS:

Great staff. Great Doctor. Always make us feel very welcome,
and have plenty of time to answer my many questions about
Roxy's health and current issue.
by Cris & Amy Hurst on 2015-01-13

Great staff. Great Doctor. Always make us feel very welcome, and have
plenty of time to answer my many questions about Roxy's health and
current issue.
NPS:

The staff and Dr Rocky are very friendly, helpful and give Roxy
their undivided attention. Always eager to answer all my
questions.
by Cris & Amy Hurst on 2015-01-13

The staff and Dr Rocky are very friendly, helpful and give Roxy their
undivided attention. Always eager to answer all my questions.
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and staff are always very friendly and caring. They
are always able to calm my dog and give him the proper care he
deserves. I would highly recommend them to anyone.

by Ladosia Arize on 2015-01-07

Dr. Rocky and staff are always very friendly and caring. They are always
able to calm my dog and give him the proper care he deserves. I would
highly recommend them to anyone.
NPS:

Fantastic group of people. Everyone was very accommodating
and went out of their way to make us feel welcome. Excellent
care from all the staff . Extremely knowledgeable doctors that
took the time to answer all of our questions and concerns. They
took us in on a few minutes notice and never once acted like
we were anything but long standing customers. I would highly
recommend this facility to anyone.
by Yolie Gunderson on 2015-01-07

Fantastic group of people. Everyone was very accommodating and went out
of their way to make us feel welcome. Excellent care from all the staff .
Extremely knowledgeable doctors that took the time to answer all of our
questions and concerns. They took us in on a few minutes notice and never
once acted like we were anything but long standing customers. I would
highly recommend this facility to anyone.
NPS:

They were friendly & very willing to work with me, as I
requested to pay in a specific manner! They were extremely
diligent & thoughtful when handling my cat, even though he
was not being very nice!
by Megan Honeycutt on 2015-01-06

They were friendly & very willing to work with me, as I requested to pay in a
specific manner! They were extremely diligent & thoughtful when handling
my cat, even though he was not being very nice!
NPS:

I was greatly impressed by the level of service my dog and I
received from this outstanding veterinary medical center. The
entire staff was helpful, kind and most professional. Thank you
for offering the best care possible!
by Carole Walker on 2015-01-01

I was greatly impressed by the level of service my dog and I received from
this outstanding veterinary medical center. The entire staff was helpful, kind
and most professional. Thank you for offering the best care possible!
NPS:

We always get excellent care with Turtle Creek Vet Clinic!
Stevie loves the Staff and I am confident he is in good loving
hands here!
by Kathy & Howard Brooks on 2014-12-29

We always get excellent care with Turtle Creek Vet Clinic! Stevie loves the
Staff and I am confident he is in good loving hands here!
NPS:

It was our first visit and I could not be happier! Everyone was
very friendly and took such good care of both me and my dog. I
would highly recommend
by Samantha Phillips on 2014-12-23

It was our first visit and I could not be happier! Everyone was very friendly
and took such good care of both me and my dog. I would highly recommend
NPS:

It was our first visit and I could not be happier! Everyone was
very friendly and took such good care of both me and my dog. I
would highly recommend
by Samantha Phillips on 2014-12-23

It was our first visit and I could not be happier! Everyone was very friendly
and took such good care of both me and my dog. I would highly recommend
NPS:

Dr. Rocky was so kind to not only me but to my "dog" girls. He
took the time to get to know each of my babies, then discuss
the plan for each one before proceeding. Very very clean office
and the staff was the sweetest! Won't be using anyone else for
my "girls"!
by S. Raynae Roghair on 2014-12-23

Dr. Rocky was so kind to not only me but to my "dog" girls. He took the time
to get to know each of my babies, then discuss the plan for each one before
proceeding. Very very clean office and the staff was the sweetest! Won't be
using anyone else for my "girls"!
NPS:

As usual excellent service and care thank you
by Jeff Melugin on 2014-12-16

As usual excellent service and care thank you
NPS:

Pepper is in good hands with Dr. Rocky and his staff.

by Robert Noe on 2014-12-15

Pepper is in good hands with Dr. Rocky and his staff.
NPS:

i appreciate the friendlessness of your staff
by Geneva Keen on 2014-12-12

i appreciate the friendlessness of your staff
NPS:

The staff was all friendly, and helpful. The doctor was excellent.
We were very pleased with the experience, and will not hesitate
to bring our pet back.
by Brandy Cunningham on 2014-12-09

The staff was all friendly, and helpful. The doctor was excellent. We were
very pleased with the experience, and will not hesitate to bring our pet back.
NPS:

This was my first visit to your clinic, and it was very favorable.
The staff and doctor could not have been nicer and I feel the aid
my dog got was great.
by Myra Morrissey on 2014-12-09

This was my first visit to your clinic, and it was very favorable. The staff and
doctor could not have been nicer and I feel the aid my dog got was great.
NPS:

Staff and doctor kind, compassionate and knowledgable.
by Beth Belflower on 2014-12-09

Staff and doctor kind, compassionate and knowledgable.
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and his staff are wonderful. When I called at 4:30 to
make an appointment I was told that Dr. Rocky could see him at
5:00. Toby was having some problems so it was a relief for me
that he could see him that soon. Thank you Dr. Rocky and your
staff for the attention you gave Toby.
by Nelda Linahan on 2014-12-02

Dr. Rocky and his staff are wonderful. When I called at 4:30 to make an
appointment I was told that Dr. Rocky could see him at 5:00. Toby was
having some problems so it was a relief for me that he could see him that
soon. Thank you Dr. Rocky and your staff for the attention you gave Toby.
NPS:

This was my first visit at the office with a new puppy. I only
came here because my regular vet could not get us in on the
same day and I needed to get my new puppy in for an exam for
his "warranty of health" from the breeder. The office was very
accommodating and got me in right away. I was greeted at the
door with a wArm and friendly smile. The friendliness
continued into the back office with the tech and Dr Rocky as
well as he examined my new puppy. The explanations of some
medications I was given were thorough and I felt that I
understood everything when I left. Ample time was provided for
me to ask questions and they were answered confidently and I
was satisfied as a health care provider (for humans!) I know the
value of good care. I might have just found a new vet.
Thanks!!!!

by Diana Cross on 2014-12-02

This was my first visit at the office with a new puppy. I only came here
because my regular vet could not get us in on the same day and I needed to
get my new puppy in for an exam for his "warranty of health" from the
breeder. The office was very accommodating and got me in right away. I
was greeted at the door with a wArm and friendly smile. The friendliness
continued into the back office with the tech and Dr Rocky as well as he
examined my new puppy. The explanations of some medications I was
given were thorough and I felt that I understood everything when I left.
Ample time was provided for me to ask questions and they were answered
confidently and I was satisfied as a health care provider (for humans!) I
know the value of good care. I might have just found a new vet. Thanks!!!!
NPS:

We took our young kitty, Ziggy, to Dr Rocky for annual shots, a
chip and also had a concern because Ziggy had ingested a bit
of artificial Christmas greenery. We couldn't have been more
pleased with our first visit. The staff was extremely friendly and
made us feel welcome. Dr Rocky is exceptionally
knowledgeable and shared new insights with us regarding
feline health and wellness. He also referred to Ziggy and other
pets as our kiddos which is important since they truly are
family and our little fur babies. We were extremely impressed
with Dr Rocky and thankful for our new vet! Telling others
about Turtle Creek!
by Rhonda Patty on 2014-12-01

We took our young kitty, Ziggy, to Dr Rocky for annual shots, a chip and
also had a concern because Ziggy had ingested a bit of artificial Christmas
greenery. We couldn't have been more pleased with our first visit. The staff
was extremely friendly and made us feel welcome. Dr Rocky is
exceptionally knowledgeable and shared new insights with us regarding
feline health and wellness. He also referred to Ziggy and other pets as our
kiddos which is important since they truly are family and our little fur babies.
We were extremely impressed with Dr Rocky and thankful for our new vet!
Telling others about Turtle Creek!
NPS:

I am new to the area and my Greyhound had a minor accident
with injury and you guys took us right in. Dr. Rocky rocks!
by Linda Malchak on 2014-11-25

I am new to the area and my Greyhound had a minor accident with injury
and you guys took us right in. Dr. Rocky rocks!
NPS:

We love Dr. Rocky and his staff. We have used them for several
years and they always give our pets the time and attention they
need & deserve. They genuinely care & will answer any
questions or concerns I have without rushing me through the
visit.
by Jason & Stacey Mayfield on 2014-11-20

We love Dr. Rocky and his staff. We have used them for several years and
they always give our pets the time and attention they need & deserve. They
genuinely care & will answer any questions or concerns I have without
rushing me through the visit.
NPS:

Staff is always friendly and helpful, no matter how stressed I
am over my dogs.
by Sandy McCarrie on 2014-11-19

Staff is always friendly and helpful, no matter how stressed I am over my
dogs.
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and his staff go above and beyond expectations.
Very caring bunch! Very happy that we have more time to
spend w/ our sweet Fatcat!
by Julie Achterberg on 2014-11-14

Dr. Rocky and his staff go above and beyond expectations. Very caring
bunch! Very happy that we have more time to spend w/ our sweet Fatcat!
NPS:

Bringing our dog to Turtle Creek is always a great experience!
Everyone is so nice, knowledgeable, and professional. They
take their time, they answer questions, and explain everything.
In our 36 years as being dog owners, it is absolutely the best
vet clinic we have ever taken our dog to.
by Anon on 2014-11-13

Bringing our dog to Turtle Creek is always a great experience! Everyone is
so nice, knowledgeable, and professional. They take their time, they answer
questions, and explain everything. In our 36 years as being dog owners, it is
absolutely the best vet clinic we have ever taken our dog to.
NPS:

My baby girl loves the entire staff. Very thankful for such a
fantastic vet and staff with great hours!
by Kari Potts on 2014-11-10

My baby girl loves the entire staff. Very thankful for such a fantastic vet and
staff with great hours!
NPS:

As usual the staff was great. In and out. Everyone makes you
feel right at home and are so friendly. Thanks to all.
by Bonnie Miller on 2014-11-07

As usual the staff was great. In and out. Everyone makes you feel right at
home and are so friendly. Thanks to all.
NPS:

The staff and Dr Rocky are always very nice, and helpful. Also
answer all of my questions.
by Cris & Amy Hurst on 2014-11-07

The staff and Dr Rocky are always very nice, and helpful. Also answer all of
my questions.
NPS:

I loved it I felt right at home with my fur baby.....I felt that the
staff really do love pets and that's a good feeling...
by Lawona Coley on 2014-11-02

I loved it I felt right at home with my fur baby.....I felt that the staff really do
love pets and that's a good feeling...
NPS:

We have a new puppy that needed her shots and we wanted to
find her a doctor to make sure she had the best care. Dr. Rocky
and his staff were just what we all needed and hoped to find!
We have already recommended him to a friend!
by Roxie Hight on 2014-11-01

We have a new puppy that needed her shots and we wanted to find her a
doctor to make sure she had the best care. Dr. Rocky and his staff were just
what we all needed and hoped to find! We have already recommended him
to a friend!
NPS:

Love Dr. Rocky and his entire staff. Very compassionate and
caring!! All our paps (dogs) love them too
by Cheryl & Stephen Cantrall on 2014-10-30

Love Dr. Rocky and his entire staff. Very compassionate and caring!! All our
paps (dogs) love them too
NPS:

We have only been there once, but we will be going back. My
dog had a few health issues along with a flea allergy. The staff
and doctor were friendly and very straight forward about the
treatment and gave me options that worked for my budget. I
can't thank them enough!
by Carrie Rindom on 2014-10-25

We have only been there once, but we will be going back. My dog had a few
health issues along with a flea allergy. The staff and doctor were friendly
and very straight forward about the treatment and gave me options that
worked for my budget. I can't thank them enough!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky was great and very open to any questions I had. I will
definitely start bringing my other kitty here. Even though Dottie

passed away this morning I believe Dr. Rocky provided the best
care he possibly could & she was just more sick than we
realized. The whole staff was very friendly and helpful.
by Mandi Carpenter on 2014-10-23

Dr. Rocky was great and very open to any questions I had. I will definitely
start bringing my other kitty here. Even though Dottie passed away this
morning I believe Dr. Rocky provided the best care he possibly could & she
was just more sick than we realized. The whole staff was very friendly and
helpful.
NPS:

Our visit was Great as always!!
by Chance Lowe on 2014-10-22

Our visit was Great as always!!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and his staff are very good. They always call Beau by
name and treat him like he was their own.
by Holley & Gale Izard on 2014-10-21

Dr. Rocky and his staff are very good. They always call Beau by name and
treat him like he was their own.
NPS:

The entire staff treated Sue Joy with such loving care. They are
great. Thank You Very Much
by Tom & Geraldine Tharp on 2014-10-21

The entire staff treated Sue Joy with such loving care. They are great.
Thank You Very Much
NPS:

First time at Turtle Creek Vet and I love everything about it, the
friendly staff, the place itself is really nice and the exam room
were i waited for Dr Rocky when he came in he was very
friendly and sweet to my baby after examining him from top to
bottom not just that one spot i was concerned about, he explain
evrything to me so good and did not mind my questions one
bit. Today I received a call and it was from Dr Rockys vet to
check and see how my dog was doing, that really impress me
so happy they care about my baby and took the time to call me.
Would recomend and will def be using him again as well.
by Marycruz Ortiz on 2014-10-20

First time at Turtle Creek Vet and I love everything about it, the friendly staff,
the place itself is really nice and the exam room were i waited for Dr Rocky
when he came in he was very friendly and sweet to my baby after
examining him from top to bottom not just that one spot i was concerned
about, he explain evrything to me so good and did not mind my questions
one bit. Today I received a call and it was from Dr Rockys vet to check and
see how my dog was doing, that really impress me so happy they care
about my baby and took the time to call me. Would recomend and will def
be using him again as well.
NPS:

My experience was great and the staff was wonderful !
by Brittany Wilson on 2014-10-18

My experience was great and the staff was wonderful !
NPS:

Staff is always friendly and efficient and so caring in handling
Josie. Dr. Rocky is thorough and informative. Thank you all
very much!
by Sherry Turner on 2014-10-18

Staff is always friendly and efficient and so caring in handling Josie. Dr.
Rocky is thorough and informative. Thank you all very much!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and Amy, you are the best. Al and I can't thank you
enough for last night with Maisy. You are always so
knowledgable and so wonderful with Maisy.
by Suzanne and Al David on 2014-10-07

Dr. Rocky and Amy, you are the best. Al and I can't thank you enough for
last night with Maisy. You are always so knowledgable and so wonderful
with Maisy.
NPS:

It was a wonderful experience!
by Angelia Carpenter on 2014-10-07

It was a wonderful experience!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and his staff took excellent care of my little girl.
Everyone is so friendly and helpful. I will definitely recommend
Turtle Creek to all of my friends and family.
by Audrey Ketchum on 2014-10-06

Dr. Rocky and his staff took excellent care of my little girl. Everyone is so
friendly and helpful. I will definitely recommend Turtle Creek to all of my
friends and family.
NPS:

Awesome care and results, but very expensive.
by Anon on 2014-10-03

Awesome care and results, but very expensive.
NPS:

Everyone was very nice and courteous. I gassed Buster with
plenty of pheromones so that he was manageable enough to
not require use of the tranquilizer gun. All went very well! He is
now sporting a great looking set of orange and black claws.
by Jan & Bob Domenico on 2014-09-30

Everyone was very nice and courteous. I gassed Buster with plenty of
pheromones so that he was manageable enough to not require use of the
tranquilizer gun. All went very well! He is now sporting a great looking set of
orange and black claws.
NPS:

Tobey is already feeling much better, has his eyes wide open,
and eating like a horse. We're working on the ear and expect it
to be well soon. Thank you.
by Carol Taylor on 2014-09-30

Tobey is already feeling much better, has his eyes wide open, and eating
like a horse. We're working on the ear and expect it to be well soon. Thank
you.
NPS:

Awesome staff and excellent care given to my pets.
by Valerie Cleveland on 2014-09-23

Awesome staff and excellent care given to my pets.
NPS:

The staff is always so friendly, helpful, and understanding even
if my pet is not cooperative. Plus, they are always able to work
with my schedule and easily fit me in for an appointment.
by Kristi Coday on 2014-09-22

The staff is always so friendly, helpful, and understanding even if my pet is
not cooperative. Plus, they are always able to work with my schedule and
easily fit me in for an appointment.
NPS:

Y'all are always very friendly and treat my lil guy extremely
nice.
by Jason Morales on 2014-09-20

Y'all are always very friendly and treat my lil guy extremely nice.
NPS:

Everyone was so nice and very explanatory.
by Perla Lopez-Herrera on 2014-09-16

Everyone was so nice and very explanatory.
NPS:

We love Turtle Creek! The staff has always been so nice to me
and my Chihuahua, Princess Leia. She can be rambunctious
sometimes but Dr. Rocky and his staff are always so patient
and sweet to us. Dr. Rocky also knows what he is talking about
won't rush you and he will answer any question you have no
matter how dumb it may sound. Thank you so much for taking
care of my baby!
by Kelsie Kirby on 2014-09-11

We love Turtle Creek! The staff has always been so nice to me and my
Chihuahua, Princess Leia. She can be rambunctious sometimes but Dr.
Rocky and his staff are always so patient and sweet to us. Dr. Rocky also
knows what he is talking about won't rush you and he will answer any
question you have no matter how dumb it may sound. Thank you so much
for taking care of my baby!
NPS:

Best veterinarian EVER! I wouldn't dream of taking my pets
anywhere else! Highly recommend!!
by Anon on 2014-09-10

Best veterinarian EVER! I wouldn't dream of taking my pets anywhere else!
Highly recommend!!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and.his staff have taken very good care of both my
dogs.They are heathy and happy,all they needs are met with
care and professionalism .If your pet needs health care I
recommend Turtle Creek Vet.
by Jeff Melugin on 2014-09-07

Dr. Rocky and.his staff have taken very good care of both my dogs.They are
heathy and happy,all they needs are met with care and professionalism .If
your pet needs health care I recommend Turtle Creek Vet.
NPS:

I couldn't ask for a better Vet and clinic for Charlie. Everyone is
patient, helpful and compassionate. The clinic is always well
kept. Charlie is 17 and very cantankerous but they continue to
be patient with him and try to help me deal with his geriatric
life. Thank you everyone!
by Diane Dawson on 2014-09-07

I couldn't ask for a better Vet and clinic for Charlie. Everyone is patient,
helpful and compassionate. The clinic is always well kept. Charlie is 17 and
very cantankerous but they continue to be patient with him and try to help
me deal with his geriatric life. Thank you everyone!
NPS:

I love taking my cat, Max, to TCVMC. The staff is so nice and
they are very intelligent and knowledgeable. They know their
stuff! I can ask Dr. Rocky anything and he will be honest with
me. I highly respect him for that. In that aspect he is not only
taking care of my sweet Max but me also. I know I can rely on
him to give his best. It is my opinion there is not a better vet
center in Hunt County or the surrounding area!!
by Rita Maddux on 2014-09-05

I love taking my cat, Max, to TCVMC. The staff is so nice and they are very
intelligent and knowledgeable. They know their stuff! I can ask Dr. Rocky
anything and he will be honest with me. I highly respect him for that. In that
aspect he is not only taking care of my sweet Max but me also. I know I can
rely on him to give his best. It is my opinion there is not a better vet center in
Hunt County or the surrounding area!!
NPS:

Oh my goodness, what a wonderful group of people.. So glad I
found this dedicated group of people.. Dr Rocky is fantastic, his
staff is awesome..!
by Cynthia Roycroft on 2014-09-02

Oh my goodness, what a wonderful group of people.. So glad I found this
dedicated group of people.. Dr Rocky is fantastic, his staff is awesome..!
NPS:

Friendly staff and Dr. Rocky spent a lot of time with us and was
happy to answer all of my questions. I didn't feel like he was
rushing out to get to the next patient.
by Mandy Stewart on 2014-08-30

Friendly staff and Dr. Rocky spent a lot of time with us and was happy to
answer all of my questions. I didn't feel like he was rushing out to get to the
next patient.
NPS:

very nice and helpful.
by Scott Blasingame on 2014-08-26

very nice and helpful.

NPS:

Cocoa is most appreciative of the great service she has always
gotten from Dr. Rocky and his staff. Cocoa is just a year and
half old, but she has already had surgery for swallowing an
acorn. So, we know first hand the excellent care your pet will
get. The Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center is easy to find
and to get to.
by Anon on 2014-08-18

Cocoa is most appreciative of the great service she has always gotten from
Dr. Rocky and his staff. Cocoa is just a year and half old, but she has
already had surgery for swallowing an acorn. So, we know first hand the
excellent care your pet will get. The Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center
is easy to find and to get to.
NPS:

We love Turtle Creek Vet - we love Dr. Rocky! Thank you thank
you for literally "saving" both of our babies! (one baby with a
thyroid condition and the other with a copperhead snake bite!)
We have lived in Greenville only one year and we're blessed to
have found Turtle Creek Vet and Dr. Rocky!! You guys are THE
BEST!
by Anon on 2014-08-10

We love Turtle Creek Vet - we love Dr. Rocky! Thank you thank you for
literally "saving" both of our babies! (one baby with a thyroid condition and
the other with a copperhead snake bite!) We have lived in Greenville only
one year and we're blessed to have found Turtle Creek Vet and Dr. Rocky!!
You guys are THE BEST!
NPS:

Thank you for your care and support. You always provide the
best care possible .
by Jeff Steed on 2014-08-10

Thank you for your care and support. You always provide the best care
possible .
NPS:

Always a pleasure!
by Jennifer & Mike Hilton on 2014-08-06

Always a pleasure!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky really cares about his patients!
by Carmen Key on 2014-08-05

Dr. Rocky really cares about his patients!
NPS:

Very helpful and kind! I wouldn't trust anyone else with my
furry one!
by Chance Lowe on 2014-07-25

Very helpful and kind! I wouldn't trust anyone else with my furry one!
NPS:

I was able to get a same-day appointment as a new customer!
We were immediately brought to a sun-filled room that my cat
loved. The seating was comfortable. We didn't wait long to see
Dr. Rocky, who was gentle and had a good disposition with my
cat. I was shown an estimate of services before they were
rendered. Dr. Rocky was friendly, loud, clear, and thorough
with his instructions. The staff was really awesome. They even
called the next day to follow up. Thanks to my sister for
recommending them.
by Anon on 2014-07-24

I was able to get a same-day appointment as a new customer! We were
immediately brought to a sun-filled room that my cat loved. The seating was
comfortable. We didn't wait long to see Dr. Rocky, who was gentle and had
a good disposition with my cat. I was shown an estimate of services before
they were rendered. Dr. Rocky was friendly, loud, clear, and thorough with
his instructions. The staff was really awesome. They even called the next
day to follow up. Thanks to my sister for recommending them.
NPS:

Always professional and caring, we appreciate you very much!
by Floyd Hyatt on 2014-07-22

Always professional and caring, we appreciate you very much!
NPS:

Wonderful experience! First time with this veterinary office.
Everyone was professional, friendly and good to my 4 legged
babies. The entire place looked and smelled clean, and bonus
was well worth the price too keep my pups healthy!
by Dorothy Johnson on 2014-07-22

Wonderful experience! First time with this veterinary office. Everyone was
professional, friendly and good to my 4 legged babies. The entire place

looked and smelled clean, and bonus was well worth the price too keep my
pups healthy!
NPS:

Wonderful experience. The doctor and staff were very nice and
caring. They were great with my little dog.
by Stephanie Forsyth on 2014-07-19

Wonderful experience. The doctor and staff were very nice and caring. They
were great with my little dog.
NPS:

Love their attitudes. Always feel welcomed. Nice staff.
by Kathy Derby on 2014-07-15

Love their attitudes. Always feel welcomed. Nice staff.
NPS:

Very pleased with the service of Turtle Creek. The people were
very friendly and knowledgable. Will continue to bring them my
business. Would highly recommend.
by Joe Haley on 2014-07-12

Very pleased with the service of Turtle Creek. The people were very friendly
and knowledgable. Will continue to bring them my business. Would highly
recommend.
NPS:

Always great service. This last visit was just to pick up some
meds for Maisy.
by Suzanne and Al David on 2014-07-10

Always great service. This last visit was just to pick up some meds for
Maisy.
NPS:

Thank You All for caring for me !!! Thanking you again for your
UNWAVERING PATIENCE !! " Max"
by Claire Burnett on 2014-07-08

Thank You All for caring for me !!! Thanking you again for your
UNWAVERING PATIENCE !! " Max"
NPS:

Two words: Class Act! Dr. Rocky and his staff are AWESOME!
Even before I became a client of theirs, they were willing to
offer help during an emergency with my dog Pebbles. They
were in constant contact with me and the Vet Hospital when my
own vet (former vet now) didn't even call to check on Pebbles.
That spoke volumes to me. After that, it was a no brainer..... I
moved my other dog Coco to the care of Dr. Rocky. On Coco's
first visit, she felt so comfortable that she fell asleep under the
chair while we discussed her care. They have been very caring
and attentive to mine and my pets needs. Glad to be a new
client!
by Lisa McQuarie on 2014-07-01

Two words: Class Act! Dr. Rocky and his staff are AWESOME! Even before
I became a client of theirs, they were willing to offer help during an
emergency with my dog Pebbles. They were in constant contact with me
and the Vet Hospital when my own vet (former vet now) didn't even call to
check on Pebbles. That spoke volumes to me. After that, it was a no

brainer..... I moved my other dog Coco to the care of Dr. Rocky. On Coco's
first visit, she felt so comfortable that she fell asleep under the chair while
we discussed her care. They have been very caring and attentive to mine
and my pets needs. Glad to be a new client!
NPS:

We have used Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center since the
clinic opened. In fact, we named our current Sheltie "Rocky"
after Dr. Rocky. Dr. Rocky is an extremely dedicated vet, and
we have always had a great deal of confidence in his
knowledge. His wife Lauri and their staff are highly proficient
and operate the clinic with the latest means of today's
high-technology. They actively support the community and are
avid workers in various animal projects. We highly recommend
Dr. Rocky and his staff.
by Carol & Howard Winans on 2014-07-01

We have used Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center since the clinic
opened. In fact, we named our current Sheltie "Rocky" after Dr. Rocky. Dr.
Rocky is an extremely dedicated vet, and we have always had a great deal
of confidence in his knowledge. His wife Lauri and their staff are highly
proficient and operate the clinic with the latest means of today's
high-technology. They actively support the community and are avid workers
in various animal projects. We highly recommend Dr. Rocky and his staff.
NPS:

Always first rate, friendly service. Thanks !!!
by Anon on 2014-07-01

Always first rate, friendly service. Thanks !!!
NPS:

I love the staff and have always been happy! Never had a bad
experience.
by Brittany Clark on 2014-07-01

I love the staff and have always been happy! Never had a bad experience.
NPS:

The staff is awesome and Dr Rocky is second to none! My
Chloe went in scared and freaking out completely and came
away loving him!
by Stacy Deaton on 2014-06-26

The staff is awesome and Dr Rocky is second to none! My Chloe went in
scared and freaking out completely and came away loving him!
NPS:

Friendly staff. Dr. Rocky and his crew really care about your
pets.
by Anon on 2014-06-24

Friendly staff. Dr. Rocky and his crew really care about your pets.
NPS:

I am new to the area and was very happy with my first visit.
Everyone was genuinely helpful with a cheery attitude. That
was very pleasant in and of itself, but I felt like my two girls
(cats) were thoroughly examined and in very capable, gentle
hands. Rocky, the vet, even discovered that Zoe (my 5-year old)
had a heart murmur which previous vets had missed! I was
very impressed! They even worked with me to be able to afford

their heart worm/flea/tick medicine, as I am retired. I will be
taking my pets to them for all future needs.
by Sheryl Lindquist on 2014-06-21

I am new to the area and was very happy with my first visit. Everyone was
genuinely helpful with a cheery attitude. That was very pleasant in and of
itself, but I felt like my two girls (cats) were thoroughly examined and in very
capable, gentle hands. Rocky, the vet, even discovered that Zoe (my 5-year
old) had a heart murmur which previous vets had missed! I was very
impressed! They even worked with me to be able to afford their heart
worm/flea/tick medicine, as I am retired. I will be taking my pets to them for
all future needs.
NPS:

Excellent care for my cat!!!
by Valerie Cleveland on 2014-06-21

Excellent care for my cat!!!
NPS:

The staff is amazing, friendly and my dog actually loves going
there. That says everything to me as a dog mom!
by Heather Mordue on 2014-06-20

The staff is amazing, friendly and my dog actually loves going there. That
says everything to me as a dog mom!
NPS:

I appreciate your clinic being able to schedule appointments
quickly and with very little wait time. I have complete
confidence that my dogs are receiving excellent care.

by Anon on 2014-06-17

I appreciate your clinic being able to schedule appointments quickly and
with very little wait time. I have complete confidence that my dogs are
receiving excellent care.
NPS:

Everyone was so kind and helpful!
by Anon on 2014-06-17

Everyone was so kind and helpful!
NPS:

The staff is always patient with my pets, very understanding,
and helpful.
by Kristi Coday on 2014-06-12

The staff is always patient with my pets, very understanding, and helpful.
NPS:

Very Professional and friendly from start to
finish....compassionate and caring...made me feel very
comfortable.
by Darla Stovall on 2014-06-12

Very Professional and friendly from start to finish....compassionate and
caring...made me feel very comfortable.
NPS:

I received excellent service for our dog. Issues were addressed
and a plan of treatment was given. I highly recommend Turtle
Creek Vet Clinic.
by Kelly Greiner on 2014-06-06

I received excellent service for our dog. Issues were addressed and a plan
of treatment was given. I highly recommend Turtle Creek Vet Clinic.
NPS:

Very professional and caring treatment.
by Gary White on 2014-06-05

Very professional and caring treatment.
NPS:

I enjoy the friendly and excellant seervice we get at Dr Rockys
office.
by Geneva Keen on 2014-05-29

I enjoy the friendly and excellant seervice we get at Dr Rockys office.
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and his staff were very helpful and professional.
Great experience!
by Chuck Walsh on 2014-05-24

Dr. Rocky and his staff were very helpful and professional. Great
experience!

NPS:

Visit was informative and reassuring about Bevo's problem.
Diagnosis was supported by tests and treatment started
immediately with positive results. Follow up by staff was
appreciated. Jonathan, Lauri, your staff reflect your outgoing
pleasant personalities.
by John Talbert on 2014-05-24

Visit was informative and reassuring about Bevo's problem. Diagnosis was
supported by tests and treatment started immediately with positive results.
Follow up by staff was appreciated. Jonathan, Lauri, your staff reflect your
outgoing pleasant personalities.
NPS:

I cannot find one single bad thing to comment about Turtle
Creek VMC. The staff is always very nice and knowledgeable. I
know when I take Max in for his visits or his appts, he is not
only going to receive care but love as well. You can't ask for
any better than that. Turtle Creek is the absolute best!!!! Rita M.
by Rita Maddux on 2014-05-24

I cannot find one single bad thing to comment about Turtle Creek VMC. The
staff is always very nice and knowledgeable. I know when I take Max in for
his visits or his appts, he is not only going to receive care but love as well.
You can't ask for any better than that. Turtle Creek is the absolute best!!!!
Rita M.
NPS:

I took my new puppy in for a first time check up. The entire staff
was friendly & helpful. Dr. Rocky did a thorough exam, made
me feel very comfortable, and explained all of the next steps to

ensure the health of our new puppy. This was a great
experience.
by Allison Brown on 2014-05-08

I took my new puppy in for a first time check up. The entire staff was friendly
& helpful. Dr. Rocky did a thorough exam, made me feel very comfortable,
and explained all of the next steps to ensure the health of our new puppy.
This was a great experience.
NPS:

They treat my dog like family
by Lacie Hurley on 2014-05-08

They treat my dog like family
NPS:

Dr. Rocky is always caring and thorough, as is everyone on his
staff! I appreciate them all so much!
by Amy Gorman on 2014-05-06

Dr. Rocky is always caring and thorough, as is everyone on his staff! I
appreciate them all so much!
NPS:

Love Dr Rocky and his Staff!!! I have been a client of his for
over 10 years and always will be!! He stays up to date with the
latest technology, test, and medications to diagnose and treat
your furry loved ones! He works hard to get you the answers
you need and is always honest in what he's telling you!! Dr
Rocky and his staff are always loving and compassionate

towards any and every animal! I can't imagine taking my kiddos
anywhere else!!!
by Christy Parnell on 2014-05-05

Love Dr Rocky and his Staff!!! I have been a client of his for over 10 years
and always will be!! He stays up to date with the latest technology, test, and
medications to diagnose and treat your furry loved ones! He works hard to
get you the answers you need and is always honest in what he's telling
you!! Dr Rocky and his staff are always loving and compassionate towards
any and every animal! I can't imagine taking my kiddos anywhere else!!!
NPS:

The folks at this clinic from office to Dr Rocky himself are
professional, knowledgeable and kind. They take great care of
my dog Darcy.
by Elaine Aikey on 2014-05-01

The folks at this clinic from office to Dr Rocky himself are professional,
knowledgeable and kind. They take great care of my dog Darcy.
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and staff are the best!
by Trish Ross on 2014-04-26

Dr. Rocky and staff are the best!
NPS:

I am so happy that we found Turtle Creek. Dr. Rocky and his
staff are top notch. The facility is wonderful and they make
taking two very active dogs to the doctor very easy. I love the
way the clinic is laid out. You wait in an private room with your

pet so the pet is able to relax and be less stressed. They take
your pet to another room to administer tests and shots, again
that helps with the stress level in my opinion. Dr. Rocky does a
very complete hands on exam and then gives an
understandable explanation of your pet's health and possible
health issues.
by Anon on 2014-04-26

I am so happy that we found Turtle Creek. Dr. Rocky and his staff are top
notch. The facility is wonderful and they make taking two very active dogs to
the doctor very easy. I love the way the clinic is laid out. You wait in an
private room with your pet so the pet is able to relax and be less stressed.
They take your pet to another room to administer tests and shots, again that
helps with the stress level in my opinion. Dr. Rocky does a very complete
hands on exam and then gives an understandable explanation of your pet's
health and possible health issues.
NPS:

Sue recieved her shot and was given without delay. No problem
after we got home. All information was given to us as to what
we should watch out for.
by Tom & Geraldine Tharp on 2014-04-21

Sue recieved her shot and was given without delay. No problem after we got
home. All information was given to us as to what we should watch out for.
NPS:

We've been clients of Turtle Creek for years now, with all 4 of
our dogs. I wouldn't trust anyone else with my guys, Dr Rocky
and his staff have been incredible over the years in helping to
diagnose and treat any issues any of them come up with.
by Ashley Champ on 2014-04-20

We've been clients of Turtle Creek for years now, with all 4 of our dogs. I
wouldn't trust anyone else with my guys, Dr Rocky and his staff have been
incredible over the years in helping to diagnose and treat any issues any of
them come up with.
NPS:

Initial visit was favorable. Certainly all staff seemed efficient
and professional. The only "shocker" was the need to
immediately undergo very serious treatment for Slinky with the
hope that timely action would halt or slow down her illness so
that we might ultimately cure her.
by Lee Gayle on 2014-04-11

Initial visit was favorable. Certainly all staff seemed efficient and
professional. The only "shocker" was the need to immediately undergo very
serious treatment for Slinky with the hope that timely action would halt or
slow down her illness so that we might ultimately cure her.
NPS:

Dr. Rocky is by far the very BEST veterinarian around! I've
taken my pets to almost every clinic in town over the years, and
have never received the kind of care, compassion and concern
for my fur babies that he and his staff have shown to me. They
are all very knowledgeable about the recommendations that
they give, provide thorough explanations and answered every
question that I had! They were also upfront with costs and
formulated a treatment plan for that fit my budget. Turtle Creek
is the only clinic that I will be taking my pets to!
by Anon on 2014-03-31

Dr. Rocky is by far the very BEST veterinarian around! I've taken my pets to
almost every clinic in town over the years, and have never received the kind
of care, compassion and concern for my fur babies that he and his staff
have shown to me. They are all very knowledgeable about the

recommendations that they give, provide thorough explanations and
answered every question that I had! They were also upfront with costs and
formulated a treatment plan for that fit my budget. Turtle Creek is the only
clinic that I will be taking my pets to!
NPS:

As always, the care and concern we receive at TCVMC
continues to amaze me. They are here not only for our
furbabies but ALSO for us, the owners of the furbabies. I would
NEVER trust any member of my family with anyone else!!!
TCVMC - Y'ALL ROCK!!!
by Melanie Williams on 2014-03-26

As always, the care and concern we receive at TCVMC continues to amaze
me. They are here not only for our furbabies but ALSO for us, the owners of
the furbabies. I would NEVER trust any member of my family with anyone
else!!! TCVMC - Y'ALL ROCK!!!
NPS:

We love the service we receive and Stevie Ray loves coming to
visit his Turtle Creek family! How many people can say their pet
loves to go visit their Vet? We sure can!
by Kathy & Howard Brooks on 2014-03-20

We love the service we receive and Stevie Ray loves coming to visit his
Turtle Creek family! How many people can say their pet loves to go visit
their Vet? We sure can!
NPS:

This place is great! Very welcoming and polite. The prices are
actually affordable. So glad I took my fur baby here!

by Anon on 2014-03-19

This place is great! Very welcoming and polite. The prices are actually
affordable. So glad I took my fur baby here!
NPS:

Your Staff is very courteous and always seems to provide the
utmost care for Molly &amp; Sammy.
by Tanya Butler on 2014-03-17

Your Staff is very courteous and always seems to provide the utmost care
for Molly &amp; Sammy.
NPS:

The whole staff did a great job and made sure Ranger was calm
and taken care of after his emergency surgery.
by Ken Leder on 2014-03-16

The whole staff did a great job and made sure Ranger was calm and taken
care of after his emergency surgery.
NPS:

Other than the fact that I don't believe the doctor ever gave me
his name, I loved the place, and the service. You were all
wonderful with my girl. I loved the way you were down on the
floor with her. You were so unassuming with her. I have never
experienced such a personable vet. Thank you for giving us
such a pleasant experience. And just incase you read you
reviews, the eye infection is gone. My girl is doing just
fine...Thanks again

by Vicki Maleski on 2014-03-10

Other than the fact that I don't believe the doctor ever gave me his name, I
loved the place, and the service. You were all wonderful with my girl. I loved
the way you were down on the floor with her. You were so unassuming with
her. I have never experienced such a personable vet. Thank you for giving
us such a pleasant experience. And just incase you read you reviews, the
eye infection is gone. My girl is doing just fine...Thanks again
NPS:

Awesome!
by Debbie Carlson on 2014-03-08

Awesome!
NPS:

Everybody was very nice. Did a great job looking Bogart over.
Answered all my questions and explained the concerns he had
and what to do to help with those concerns. Even though
Bogart got violated he recovered before we even left. Lol
Thanks
by Shauna Holloway on 2014-03-02

Everybody was very nice. Did a great job looking Bogart over. Answered all
my questions and explained the concerns he had and what to do to help
with those concerns. Even though Bogart got violated he recovered before
we even left. Lol Thanks
NPS:

Dr Rocky is gentle and caring with all my babies and he also
explains things in a way that's easy to understand. All the staff
is courteous and friendly. I recommend Turtle Creek to anyone
who asks for a good Vet in Greenville.
by Kristi Pardee on 2014-03-01

Dr Rocky is gentle and caring with all my babies and he also explains things
in a way that's easy to understand. All the staff is courteous and friendly. I
recommend Turtle Creek to anyone who asks for a good Vet in Greenville.
NPS:

Everyone at Turtle Creek is always very nice and friendly and
they are also very efficient. Dr Rocky is very gentle with all my
babies and explains everything in a manner I can understand
and I always feel free to ask questions.
by Kristi Pardee on 2014-03-01

Everyone at Turtle Creek is always very nice and friendly and they are also
very efficient. Dr Rocky is very gentle with all my babies and explains
everything in a manner I can understand and I always feel free to ask
questions.
NPS:

Excellant service each visit! They always ask how Nacho is
doing.
by Beatrice Barrientos on 2014-02-25

Excellant service each visit! They always ask how Nacho is doing.
NPS:

Very friendly staff and Dr. Rocky is awesome
by Sheena Tenbrook on 2014-02-21

Very friendly staff and Dr. Rocky is awesome
NPS:

Very friendly, my dog is shy and warmed upto the staff very
quickly. Even left the room with a staff member as I stayed in
the room.
by Anon on 2014-02-20

Very friendly, my dog is shy and warmed upto the staff very quickly. Even
left the room with a staff member as I stayed in the room.
NPS:

As always, we know our fur babies are loved and cared for with
Dr Rocky and his staff.
by James & Claudia Cox on 2014-02-14

As always, we know our fur babies are loved and cared for with Dr Rocky
and his staff.
NPS:

My cat, Max, had to make a visit to the doctor for his checkup.
As usual, the visit went well and the staff were amazing. I had
the chance to meet the new doctor. She is lovely and was very
gentle with Max and her exam was very thorough. I will like her
as well as Dr. Rocky. Max loved her!!! Great service by great
people. I wouldn't dream of taking Max anywhere else!!
by Rita Maddux on 2014-02-14

My cat, Max, had to make a visit to the doctor for his checkup. As usual, the
visit went well and the staff were amazing. I had the chance to meet the new
doctor. She is lovely and was very gentle with Max and her exam was very
thorough. I will like her as well as Dr. Rocky. Max loved her!!! Great service
by great people. I wouldn't dream of taking Max anywhere else!!
NPS:

Prices seem to be higher at this facility, but the care to my pet
in EXCELLENT. The Dr. & staff are very attentive to our needs
and very friendly.
by Anon on 2014-02-08

Prices seem to be higher at this facility, but the care to my pet in
EXCELLENT. The Dr. & staff are very attentive to our needs and very
friendly.
NPS:

The Staff and Doctors are very caring towards my pet and my
feelings.
by Dawn Vaughn Court on 2014-02-05

The Staff and Doctors are very caring towards my pet and my feelings.
NPS:

Good exam & results
by Clyde Grimmett on 2014-01-31

Good exam & results
NPS:

They treat our dog like family and make us feel welcome!!! I
love this pet Vet!
by Michelle Fuselier on 2014-01-30

They treat our dog like family and make us feel welcome!!! I love this pet
Vet!
NPS:

As always, this team provides excellent care! Doctor Rocky is
the best vet there is and his dedicated staff is awesome! Even
after moving out of the area, I gladly make the 100-mile round
trip to bring my babies here...love these guys!
by Melissa Bailey on 2014-01-27

As always, this team provides excellent care! Doctor Rocky is the best vet
there is and his dedicated staff is awesome! Even after moving out of the
area, I gladly make the 100-mile round trip to bring my babies here...love
these guys!
NPS:

Nail trim, in, out
by Deborah Guthrie on 2014-01-22

Nail trim, in, out
NPS:

I have been through several Vet's through out many years. I
have found 3 of the best and Turtle Creek is one of the 3.
Excellent. Great people, very friendly and professional.
by Dawn Vaughn Court on 2014-01-21

I have been through several Vet's through out many years. I have found 3 of
the best and Turtle Creek is one of the 3. Excellent. Great people, very
friendly and professional.
NPS:

Great service, with friendly people
by William Anderson on 2014-01-20

Great service, with friendly people
NPS:

The staff was courteous & professional as always. They
seemed really glad to see her
by Kathryn Scott on 2014-01-18

The staff was courteous & professional as always. They seemed really glad
to see her
NPS:

Excellent service and advice. Great people with personal
considerate care.
by Chad Kent on 2014-01-02

Excellent service and advice. Great people with personal considerate care.

NPS:

Excellent compassionate care!
by Cheryl & Stephen Cantrall on 2013-12-29

Excellent compassionate care!
NPS:

WE THINK YOUR WONDERFUL. THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR
YOUR KINDNESS TO GRACIE LOU. SHE DID GREAT
YESTERDAY &lt;3 SINCERELY MARY L. BRYANT
by Kenneth & Mary Bryant on 2013-12-28

WE THINK YOUR WONDERFUL. THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR
KINDNESS TO GRACIE LOU. SHE DID GREAT YESTERDAY &lt;3
SINCERELY MARY L. BRYANT
NPS:

Fantastic. The Dr. is extremely knowledgeable and took the
time to explain everything about my pets to me. The staff is
sweet and welcoming.
by Anon on 2013-12-19

Fantastic. The Dr. is extremely knowledgeable and took the time to explain
everything about my pets to me. The staff is sweet and welcoming.
NPS:

The staff and Dr. Rocky are always friendly and professional,
and love the animals. They make trips to the vet easy for me
and for Beau. Dr. Rocky is great to take time to explain things
and answer questions. I have recommended them to many
people.
by Holley & Gale Izard on 2013-12-19

The staff and Dr. Rocky are always friendly and professional, and love the
animals. They make trips to the vet easy for me and for Beau. Dr. Rocky is
great to take time to explain things and answer questions. I have
recommended them to many people.
NPS:

I cannot say enough good things about Dr Rocky & his staff at
Turtle Creek. We've been clients for about 6 years now, and I
wouldn't trust anyone else with my berner boys. Through
regular checkups, repeating stomach upsets, and an
emergency surgery for a blockage, they've provided care above
and beyond what I could have dreamed... I'm looking forward to
many more years with them!
by Ashley Champ on 2013-12-16

I cannot say enough good things about Dr Rocky & his staff at Turtle Creek.
We've been clients for about 6 years now, and I wouldn't trust anyone else
with my berner boys. Through regular checkups, repeating stomach upsets,
and an emergency surgery for a blockage, they've provided care above and
beyond what I could have dreamed... I'm looking forward to many more
years with them!
NPS:

Always professional and responsive - even for a holiday
weekend emergency!!
by Anon on 2013-12-03

Always professional and responsive - even for a holiday weekend
emergency!!
NPS:

I took my mini -schnauzer to them when I first got him at 6wks
old. I've always meet with the Vet. (Dr. Rocky) and a vet tech.
They are always very kind and gentle with him when they exam
him. They also explain procedures and the costs up front. Front
desk staff is also always very courteous and helpful.
by Anon on 2013-12-02

I took my mini -schnauzer to them when I first got him at 6wks old. I've
always meet with the Vet. (Dr. Rocky) and a vet tech. They are always very
kind and gentle with him when they exam him. They also explain
procedures and the costs up front. Front desk staff is also always very
courteous and helpful.
NPS:

Always a pleasure. I feel like Rocky gets the best care.
by Carol & Howard Winans on 2013-11-25

Always a pleasure. I feel like Rocky gets the best care.
NPS:

Wish you were able to extract enough urine from Taffy,
because after getting home and taking our afternoon nap, I
awoke to a wet area next to my leg and under Taffy. Sorry that I
was unable to extract the sample for you, so I just washed the
sheets. Other than that, all was well.
by Frederick Baker on 2013-11-23

Wish you were able to extract enough urine from Taffy, because after
getting home and taking our afternoon nap, I awoke to a wet area next to
my leg and under Taffy. Sorry that I was unable to extract the sample for
you, so I just washed the sheets. Other than that, all was well.
NPS:

I am so happy that we changed vets and started going to Dr.
Rocky about four years ago. He and his staff are wonderful, so
caring and so knowledgable. When you make an appointment
you know that you aren't going to be there all day waiting
around. They are always very prompt. I am always amazed how
he can handle Maisy and not lose a finger.
by Suzanne and Al David on 2013-11-20

I am so happy that we changed vets and started going to Dr. Rocky about
four years ago. He and his staff are wonderful, so caring and so
knowledgable. When you make an appointment you know that you aren't
going to be there all day waiting around. They are always very prompt. I am
always amazed how he can handle Maisy and not lose a finger.
NPS:

We love Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center!!!! We have
been taking our dog Razzy to Turtle Creek for amost 5 years
and have never been disappointed with Doctor Rocky or any of
the staff. We just added Baylee to our family and she was in for
her first visit this past Saturday. Doctor Rocky you are the
best!!!!!!
by Pat Couch on 2013-11-17

We love Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center!!!! We have been taking our
dog Razzy to Turtle Creek for amost 5 years and have never been
disappointed with Doctor Rocky or any of the staff. We just added Baylee to
our family and she was in for her first visit this past Saturday. Doctor Rocky
you are the best!!!!!!

NPS:

Great veterinary clinic with a friendly caring staff.
by Sheena Tenbrook on 2013-11-17

Great veterinary clinic with a friendly caring staff.
NPS:

Staff is allways friendly and courteous.
by Franklin Berry on 2013-11-16

Staff is allways friendly and courteous.
NPS:

Very pleased with the Dr Rocky and his staff. Babette loves
them too!
by Lynndall Wolfe on 2013-11-15

Very pleased with the Dr Rocky and his staff. Babette loves them too!
NPS:

Everyone was the best! As always!
by James & Claudia Cox on 2013-11-15

Everyone was the best! As always!
NPS:

Dr. Rocky was very personable, had a genuine concern for my
pet and provided a huge amount of information to me on my
pets health. I was very impressed and have found my "new"
veterinarian!!!
by Sue Huett on 2013-11-09

Dr. Rocky was very personable, had a genuine concern for my pet and
provided a huge amount of information to me on my pets health. I was very
impressed and have found my "new" veterinarian!!!
NPS:

Always a great experience. Everyone is always kind and
friendly!!!
by Toni Willis on 2013-11-09

Always a great experience. Everyone is always kind and friendly!!!
NPS:

Best people ever! Dr. ROCKY'S THE BEST VET EVER!
by Beatrice Barrientos on 2013-11-08

Best people ever! Dr. ROCKY'S THE BEST VET EVER!
NPS:

Our dog is always well cared for at Turtle Creek Vet Clinic
regardless of the reason that we bring him in. They have great
follow-up, answer any questions, and go over in detail anything
we need to know about our pet. They are prompt in returning

phone calls or answering e-mails. It is obvious that they care
about each animal they treat. I trust them completely and know
that my dog is like family to them.
by Anon on 2013-11-07

Our dog is always well cared for at Turtle Creek Vet Clinic regardless of the
reason that we bring him in. They have great follow-up, answer any
questions, and go over in detail anything we need to know about our pet.
They are prompt in returning phone calls or answering e-mails. It is obvious
that they care about each animal they treat. I trust them completely and
know that my dog is like family to them.
NPS:

Dr Rocky is by far the most caring veterinarian that I've ever
taken an animal to. My Sammy and Lucky do so well with the Dr
and their staff. I trust them completely knowing they all are
giving my babies the best care. Shianne is the sweetest. I
highly recommend!
by Kimberly Veasey on 2013-11-04

Dr Rocky is by far the most caring veterinarian that I've ever taken an
animal to. My Sammy and Lucky do so well with the Dr and their staff. I trust
them completely knowing they all are giving my babies the best care.
Shianne is the sweetest. I highly recommend!
NPS:

The facility is very clean and well kept, and the staff is friendly
and knowledgable, but the prices are out-of-this- world
ridiculous. I will not be taking my dogs back. Ever.
by Anon on 2013-11-03

The facility is very clean and well kept, and the staff is friendly and
knowledgable, but the prices are out-of-this- world ridiculous. I will not be
taking my dogs back. Ever.

NPS:

Excellent, As always!
by Jeff Steed on 2013-11-01

Excellent, As always!
NPS:

I love, love, LOVE Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center!!!
Their staff is amazing and they treat EACH animal as their
own!! The only thing I MIGHT change is if they could give a
small discount for "multiple" pets..... :-) Other than that, I
wouldn't change a THING!!!
by Melanie Williams on 2013-11-01

I love, love, LOVE Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center!!! Their staff is
amazing and they treat EACH animal as their own!! The only thing I MIGHT
change is if they could give a small discount for "multiple" pets..... :-) Other
than that, I wouldn't change a THING!!!
NPS:

Great experience. Personnel are very nice and knowledgeable.
My kitten likes the vet and his technicians.
by Peggy Bedingfield on 2013-10-31

Great experience. Personnel are very nice and knowledgeable. My kitten
likes the vet and his technicians.
NPS:

Doctor Rocky is number one
by Clyde Grimmett on 2013-10-30

Doctor Rocky is number one
NPS:

Thanks for all each of you did to provide care and confort for
Stevie Ray! He had surgery and is now beginning to be his
happy self! I appreciate all of the above and beyond and
treating us like family! Its really nice to tell a surgeon if Dr
Rocky trusts you, I do too ! Also Thanks for telling me from the
beginning about Pet Insurance! It has been a blessing!!!
by Kathy & Howard Brooks on 2013-10-29

Thanks for all each of you did to provide care and confort for Stevie Ray! He
had surgery and is now beginning to be his happy self! I appreciate all of the
above and beyond and treating us like family! Its really nice to tell a surgeon
if Dr Rocky trusts you, I do too ! Also Thanks for telling me from the
beginning about Pet Insurance! It has been a blessing!!!
NPS:

I love Dr. Rocky and his staff. They are always friendly and
seem to really care about my four legged family member.
by Carmen Key on 2013-10-29

I love Dr. Rocky and his staff. They are always friendly and seem to really
care about my four legged family member.
NPS:

Wouldn't go anywhere else

by Kathy Derby on 2013-10-29

Wouldn't go anywhere else
NPS:

Awesome!
by Trish Ross on 2013-10-22

Awesome!
NPS:

We are so grateful for our friends at Turtle Creek Veterinary
Medical Center. We're not sure how well they treat pet turtles
but our two dogs are healthy thanks to them. We are also
thankful that they provide a caring atmosphere for us to ask
questions about the health and care of our pets. We do take the
time to ask questions during our dogs annual check up so we
can monitor their health. Dogs don't speak but they do
communicate with us and it is up to us to determine if they
need attention. The staff at this clinic are always patient as we
take time to make sure our pets lead a healthy and happy
existence. Thanks Turtle Creek for making the preventative
care and appointment upkeep for our pets so easy!
by Byron Taylor on 2013-10-22

We are so grateful for our friends at Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center.
We're not sure how well they treat pet turtles but our two dogs are healthy
thanks to them. We are also thankful that they provide a caring atmosphere
for us to ask questions about the health and care of our pets. We do take
the time to ask questions during our dogs annual check up so we can
monitor their health. Dogs don't speak but they do communicate with us and
it is up to us to determine if they need attention. The staff at this clinic are
always patient as we take time to make sure our pets lead a healthy and
happy existence. Thanks Turtle Creek for making the preventative care and
appointment upkeep for our pets so easy!

NPS:

Staff was very professional and caring...willing to work with
your finacial needs..A+++ Will recommend to friends and
family..
by Johnny Harmon on 2013-10-20

Staff was very professional and caring...willing to work with your finacial
needs..A+++ Will recommend to friends and family..
NPS:

As we expected Sue Joy had the best of treatment. Thanks for
your concerns of our Little Lady.
by Tom & Geraldine Tharp on 2013-10-18

As we expected Sue Joy had the best of treatment. Thanks for your
concerns of our Little Lady.
NPS:

Love the service and care that is always provided!
by Chance Lowe on 2013-10-11

Love the service and care that is always provided!
NPS:

Very knowledgable & caring staff, and Dr. Rocky is the best!
by Paula Baise on 2013-10-11

Very knowledgable & caring staff, and Dr. Rocky is the best!
NPS:

Our Livvy was spayed this week & we could not have had a
better experience. The entire staff was so courteous &
compassionate & Livvy did beautifully. The office staff called
back to check on her progress. So glad we chose Turtle Creek
Veterinary!!!
by Kathryn Scott on 2013-10-10

Our Livvy was spayed this week & we could not have had a better
experience. The entire staff was so courteous & compassionate & Livvy did
beautifully. The office staff called back to check on her progress. So glad we
chose Turtle Creek Veterinary!!!
NPS:

Very professional - I loved the atmosphere and everyone really
seems to enjoy what they do here. I love knowing my animals
are in great hands!
by Kari Potts on 2013-10-10

Very professional - I loved the atmosphere and everyone really seems to
enjoy what they do here. I love knowing my animals are in great hands!
NPS:

Our 18 year old cat has been being seen by Dr. Rocky for 5
years now and will be around for many more due to the
outstanding care provided by Dr. Rocky and his staff. We would
recomend TurtleCreek to anyone looking for care for their loved
pets.

by Scott & Tina Hasenjager on 2013-10-07

Our 18 year old cat has been being seen by Dr. Rocky for 5 years now and
will be around for many more due to the outstanding care provided by Dr.
Rocky and his staff. We would recomend TurtleCreek to anyone looking for
care for their loved pets.
NPS:

The staff at this clinic are always courteous and friendly. They
do everything they can to help make it as pleasant an
experience as possible. Great folks!
by Elaine Aikey on 2013-10-05

The staff at this clinic are always courteous and friendly. They do everything
they can to help make it as pleasant an experience as possible. Great folks!
NPS:

Always great service from Turtle Creek! Everyone is caring and
really seems to love what they do.
by Morgan Stogsdill on 2013-10-04

Always great service from Turtle Creek! Everyone is caring and really
seems to love what they do.
NPS:

Drake loves to see his Spencer and Dr. Rocky! He misses
seeing y'all every other week!!
by Renesa Whitman on 2013-10-02

Drake loves to see his Spencer and Dr. Rocky! He misses seeing y'all every
other week!!

NPS:

Dr. Rocky and the staff at Turtle Creek are the best vet team.
They continue to do an outstanding job of giving my cats and
dog the best care possible. Beautiful, clean facility, and
everyone is very kind and helpful.
by Josephine Durkin on 2013-09-28

Dr. Rocky and the staff at Turtle Creek are the best vet team. They continue
to do an outstanding job of giving my cats and dog the best care possible.
Beautiful, clean facility, and everyone is very kind and helpful.
NPS:

I love the staff at Turtle Creek! They are extremely friendly and
make Brooklyn and I feel like Family when we visit!
by Heather Mordue on 2013-09-28

I love the staff at Turtle Creek! They are extremely friendly and make
Brooklyn and I feel like Family when we visit!
NPS:

I have a cat, Max, who loves going to see Dr. Rocky and his
staff. They treat him with compassion and kindness. From the
very first day I walked in the office, I knew everyone there was
an animal lover and would value my pet just as I do. Max
recently had to have some dental work done and Dr. Rocky
took exceptional care of him and resolved the problem. He
came home the same day of the surgery and in a few days he
was purring around the house and wanted to play! Turtle Creek
VMC is worth 100% of your time to take your pet there.They will
do everything in their power to not just take care of your pet

but will treat them and resolve any medical issues your pet may
have. Your pet will be loved and teated as one of their own!!!
by Rita Maddux on 2013-09-27

I have a cat, Max, who loves going to see Dr. Rocky and his staff. They treat
him with compassion and kindness. From the very first day I walked in the
office, I knew everyone there was an animal lover and would value my pet
just as I do. Max recently had to have some dental work done and Dr.
Rocky took exceptional care of him and resolved the problem. He came
home the same day of the surgery and in a few days he was purring around
the house and wanted to play! Turtle Creek VMC is worth 100% of your time
to take your pet there.They will do everything in their power to not just take
care of your pet but will treat them and resolve any medical issues your pet
may have. Your pet will be loved and teated as one of their own!!!
NPS:

Very friendly staff. Dr. is extremely knowledgeable and
up-to-date and caring.
by Anon on 2013-09-27

Very friendly staff. Dr. is extremely knowledgeable and up-to-date and
caring.
NPS:

Very friendly & concerned!
by Audra Waddle on 2013-09-26

Very friendly & concerned!
NPS:

Professional and caring staff, they always take great care of my
dog.
by John Turner on 2013-09-21

Professional and caring staff, they always take great care of my dog.
NPS:

The staff was extremely nice & I was informed on every move
they were about to make. Great vet!
by Kristi Sutton on 2013-09-19

The staff was extremely nice & I was informed on every move they were
about to make. Great vet!
NPS:

Great staff - Shy & I got in the same day we called. No waiting
in the waiting room - immediately seen. Doc was great intuitively picked on my questions & course of treatment that
was best for my & I. Kudos, Turtle Creek~ thank you~
by Tracey Palmer on 2013-09-19

Great staff - Shy & I got in the same day we called. No waiting in the waiting
room - immediately seen. Doc was great - intuitively picked on my questions
& course of treatment that was best for my & I. Kudos, Turtle Creek~ thank
you~
NPS:

We got our SueJoy 2 weeks ago. We took her to Dr. Rocky and
could have not been more pleased with the treatment the staff
gave both our pet and us. Would recomend Turtle Creek

Veterinary Medical Center to anyone looking for a very good
Vet.
by Tom & Geraldine Tharp on 2013-09-18

We got our SueJoy 2 weeks ago. We took her to Dr. Rocky and could have
not been more pleased with the treatment the staff gave both our pet and
us. Would recomend Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center to anyone
looking for a very good Vet.
NPS:

I began taking one of my dogs to Turtle Creek shortly after they
opened. At that time it was only Dr Rocky and one or two staff.
They treated my dog with great care and kindness. Since then I
have taken all my animals to Turtle Creek. I had a hound that
was badly torn up in a fight. Dr. Rocky examined her and we
discussed options. Together we decided to do what could be
done to save her. Due to Dr. Rocky's care she lived a happy and
healthy life for four more years. I have every trust in Dr. Rocky
and his staff to care for my animals. They have always gone the
extra mile to provide our animals with the best of care. They
were there for us in the middle of the night when we had two
different dogs torsion. They have been there for two C sections
and were eager to see the pups grow and find homes. I know I
can count on the Turtle Creek staff to provide me with
information when I need it and to keep me advised when any of
our animals need up dates on shots, tests or medicine.
by Linda Schrader on 2013-09-18

I began taking one of my dogs to Turtle Creek shortly after they opened. At
that time it was only Dr Rocky and one or two staff. They treated my dog
with great care and kindness. Since then I have taken all my animals to
Turtle Creek. I had a hound that was badly torn up in a fight. Dr. Rocky
examined her and we discussed options. Together we decided to do what
could be done to save her. Due to Dr. Rocky's care she lived a happy and
healthy life for four more years. I have every trust in Dr. Rocky and his staff
to care for my animals. They have always gone the extra mile to provide our
animals with the best of care. They were there for us in the middle of the
night when we had two different dogs torsion. They have been there for two

C sections and were eager to see the pups grow and find homes. I know I
can count on the Turtle Creek staff to provide me with information when I
need it and to keep me advised when any of our animals need up dates on
shots, tests or medicine.
NPS:

Everyone is very nice and they make you think they all love
your pet. I like that the staff remembers your name and seems
polite and cheerful. Looking forward to our next visit.
by Anita Harral on 2013-09-17

Everyone is very nice and they make you think they all love your pet. I like
that the staff remembers your name and seems polite and cheerful. Looking
forward to our next visit.
NPS:

Friendly professionals!
by David & Lucy Rogers on 2013-09-17

Friendly professionals!
NPS:

courteous, friendly and very informative. just good folks..
by James Troublefield on 2013-09-13

courteous, friendly and very informative. just good folks..
NPS:

The care you provided Livvy on Monday was, as usual, perfect.
Since it was her first time away from us, she was a little
nervous but the staff was so compassionate & understanding.
Thanks again for the care & concern you show.
by Kathryn Scott on 2013-09-10

The care you provided Livvy on Monday was, as usual, perfect. Since it was
her first time away from us, she was a little nervous but the staff was so
compassionate & understanding. Thanks again for the care & concern you
show.
NPS:

Everyone there is awesome!! From the front desk to the back
room! Everyone is there for the babies! Thank you for being so
great!!
by Stacy Deaton on 2013-09-10

Everyone there is awesome!! From the front desk to the back room!
Everyone is there for the babies! Thank you for being so great!!
NPS:

Excellent service! We were not a scheduled appointment,
Stevie just started acting strange so we called and explained
his circumstances. They gave us a promt appointment time and
gave us first class service, put Stevie Ray on the mend.
by Kathy & Howard Brooks on 2013-09-10

Excellent service! We were not a scheduled appointment, Stevie just started
acting strange so we called and explained his circumstances. They gave us
a promt appointment time and gave us first class service, put Stevie Ray on
the mend.
NPS:

No waiting, staff all smiles. Far above average, as usual! We
love Dr. Rocky and staff.
by Barbara Maynard on 2013-09-09

No waiting, staff all smiles. Far above average, as usual! We love Dr. Rocky
and staff.
NPS:

I can always take my kiddo to Dr. Rocky and know he is getting
the absolute best care. Dr. Rocky is very passionate about his
patients. I know I can trust this group of caring people with my
kiddo. Everyone is very professional and caring. I drive over an
hour to take my kiddo to Dr Rocky for all of his appointments.
Love these guys.
by Trevor Tennison on 2013-09-06

I can always take my kiddo to Dr. Rocky and know he is getting the absolute
best care. Dr. Rocky is very passionate about his patients. I know I can trust
this group of caring people with my kiddo. Everyone is very professional and
caring. I drive over an hour to take my kiddo to Dr Rocky for all of his
appointments. Love these guys.
NPS:

You are greeted with a smile & everyone is always nice &
helpful. The customer service is great but the main thing is that
they truly care for your pet and treat them with love & kindness.
They take exceptional care of your pet & are up to date on
veterinary technology. I highly recommend Dr. Rocky & all his
staff.
by Karen Cummings on 2013-09-06

You are greeted with a smile & everyone is always nice & helpful. The
customer service is great but the main thing is that they truly care for your
pet and treat them with love & kindness. They take exceptional care of your
pet & are up to date on veterinary technology. I highly recommend Dr.
Rocky & all his staff.
NPS:

After being the 3rd time I had my little guy in to see them, I was
a bit frustrated, but they were very understanding of how I felt.
They took their time & worked to find what was going on with
him. Jennifer was very kind & compassionate in a stressful
situation.
by Anon on 2013-09-05

After being the 3rd time I had my little guy in to see them, I was a bit
frustrated, but they were very understanding of how I felt. They took their
time & worked to find what was going on with him. Jennifer was very kind &
compassionate in a stressful situation.
NPS:

Dr Rocky & staff are the very best! They love what they do and
it shows. Thank you for taking care of Boone & Scout like they
are your own.
by Chad & Jennifer Crumpton on 2013-09-05

Dr Rocky & staff are the very best! They love what they do and it shows.
Thank you for taking care of Boone & Scout like they are your own.
NPS:

Dr Rocky and the staff are very warming and caring when it
comes to our Oscar. Would recommend this clinic above all in

the area!!! Thank you Turtle Creek Vet Clinic for being such
wonderful people when it come to our four legged family
members!
by Tommy & Charlotte Tharp on 2013-09-04

Dr Rocky and the staff are very warming and caring when it comes to our
Oscar. Would recommend this clinic above all in the area!!! Thank you
Turtle Creek Vet Clinic for being such wonderful people when it come to our
four legged family members!
NPS:

Just came in to pick up some heartguard. Service was fast and
friendly.
by Sandy McCarrie on 2013-09-04

Just came in to pick up some heartguard. Service was fast and friendly.
NPS: N/A

We love the whole staff at Turtle Creek!!! My Cinnamon can't
wait to get inside to see all her friends! She makes herself right
at home & I never have to worry about her being scared or
lonely. Dr. Rocky is wonderful at explaining things & truly
educating me as a pet parent.
by Jayann & Mark Williamson on 2013-09-04

We love the whole staff at Turtle Creek!!! My Cinnamon can't wait to get
inside to see all her friends! She makes herself right at home & I never have
to worry about her being scared or lonely. Dr. Rocky is wonderful at
explaining things & truly educating me as a pet parent.
NPS:

I enjoy Dr Rocky taking the time to answer all my questions and
explain whatever is going on with Darcy at the time. He is
caring as is the entire staff.
by Elaine Aikey on 2013-08-31

I enjoy Dr Rocky taking the time to answer all my questions and explain
whatever is going on with Darcy at the time. He is caring as is the entire
staff.
NPS:

Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center is always helpful....very
knowledgeable....and care about my babies....I highly
recommend them.
by Michael & Barbara Price on 2013-08-31

Turtle Creek Veterinary Medical Center is always helpful....very
knowledgeable....and care about my babies....I highly recommend them.
NPS:

Great experience! Love Dr. Rocky and staff.
by Christina & David Jackson on 2013-08-30

Great experience! Love Dr. Rocky and staff.
NPS:

Dr. Rocky and the entire staff were so efficient and caring with
my sweet Josie. Thank you all for putting up with this
concerned mom!
by Sherry Turner on 2013-08-30

Dr. Rocky and the entire staff were so efficient and caring with my sweet
Josie. Thank you all for putting up with this concerned mom!
NPS:

Excellent as usual!!!! :)
by Jennifer & Mike Hilton on 2013-08-29

Excellent as usual!!!! :)
NPS:

Everyone there is very professional and nice. I love that I don't
have to spend all day there when I have an appointment. Dr.
Rocky is always very thorough in his examinations even if his
patient is not too happy with it.
by Suzanne and Al David on 2013-08-28

Everyone there is very professional and nice. I love that I don't have to
spend all day there when I have an appointment. Dr. Rocky is always very
thorough in his examinations even if his patient is not too happy with it.
NPS:

I have a cat, Max, who adores going to see Dr. Rocky and the
staff at Turrle Creek VMC. The staff are always warm and
friendly and Dr. Rocky is a saint! He is a "natural" when it
comes to being a vet! Not only does he enjoy his work (it
shows in his attitude) but he loves animals. The staff and Dr.
Rocky just have a way with animals that puts them and their
owners at ease. I would never think of going to another vet! If
you are looking for the perfect veterianarian for you pet, you do

not need to look any further than Dr. Rocky and the entire staff
at Turtle Creek VMC!! You will be extremely happy that you
took your loving pet to see them!!
by Anon on 2013-08-28

I have a cat, Max, who adores going to see Dr. Rocky and the staff at Turrle
Creek VMC. The staff are always warm and friendly and Dr. Rocky is a
saint! He is a "natural" when it comes to being a vet! Not only does he enjoy
his work (it shows in his attitude) but he loves animals. The staff and Dr.
Rocky just have a way with animals that puts them and their owners at
ease. I would never think of going to another vet! If you are looking for the
perfect veterianarian for you pet, you do not need to look any further than
Dr. Rocky and the entire staff at Turtle Creek VMC!! You will be extremely
happy that you took your loving pet to see them!!
NPS:

After moving here from Austin almost eight years ago, we
"shopped" around at all of the veterinary clinics in Greenville
and were not impressed. We were looking for the best of care
for our four-legged family members. Most that we visited were
either not very friendly or professional--until Turtle Creek
Veterinary opened. Dr. Rocky and his staff are friendly, efficient
and have state-of-the art equipment and knowledge, plus treat
our furry family members with love. In addition, they don't keep
you waiting for an hour or two for your appointment as we
experienced with other clinics! I heartily recommend Dr. Rocky
and his staff at Turtle Creek to all of my friends and neighbors!
by Linda Price on 2013-08-28

After moving here from Austin almost eight years ago, we "shopped" around
at all of the veterinary clinics in Greenville and were not impressed. We
were looking for the best of care for our four-legged family members. Most
that we visited were either not very friendly or professional--until Turtle
Creek Veterinary opened. Dr. Rocky and his staff are friendly, efficient and
have state-of-the art equipment and knowledge, plus treat our furry family
members with love. In addition, they don't keep you waiting for an hour or

two for your appointment as we experienced with other clinics! I heartily
recommend Dr. Rocky and his staff at Turtle Creek to all of my friends and
neighbors!
NPS:

The entire staff is awesome, I recommend them to everyone I
know and I won't ever take my pets anywhere else! Thank you
for taking such good care our babies (and us!)...it really shows
how much you care about what you do.
by Melissa Bailey on 2013-08-28

The entire staff is awesome, I recommend them to everyone I know and I
won't ever take my pets anywhere else! Thank you for taking such good
care our babies (and us!)...it really shows how much you care about what
you do.
NPS:

I very much enjoy Turtle Creek, the passion that they show
towards the animals is always amazing.
by Morgan Stogsdill on 2013-08-28

I very much enjoy Turtle Creek, the passion that they show towards the
animals is always amazing.
NPS:

LITTLE BIT'S EXPERIENCE WAS HANDLED VERY WELL. SHE
WAS NOT NERVOUS WITH THE TECHS, DR. ROCKY WAS
VERY KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT HER CONDITION. CARING &
TOOK THE TIME TO EXPLAIN IN DETAIL HER ISSUES. SHE IS

DOING REALLY GOOD. SHE IS BEGINNING TO LIKE THE
"BONNETS" AND LOOKS FORWARD TO THE NEXT DESIGN IF
IT IS NEEDED.
by Dana Lyday on 2013-08-28

LITTLE BIT'S EXPERIENCE WAS HANDLED VERY WELL. SHE WAS
NOT NERVOUS WITH THE TECHS, DR. ROCKY WAS VERY
KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT HER CONDITION. CARING & TOOK THE
TIME TO EXPLAIN IN DETAIL HER ISSUES. SHE IS DOING REALLY
GOOD. SHE IS BEGINNING TO LIKE THE "BONNETS" AND LOOKS
FORWARD TO THE NEXT DESIGN IF IT IS NEEDED.
NPS:

